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Introduction 

 

MONSTROUS LIES- to kill a honking bird? 

The Canada goose has lived in the United Kingdom since introduced here by the land 

owning class who transported them here as “slaves” for shooting and ornamentation 

in the 17th Century. Ever since then it seems that it has been depreciated by the same 

set of people in the land  management industry into whose ordered little anal worlds 

enters the word “conservation”. 

The first form of propaganda towards a “non-native” species like the humble Canada 

is to create a series of myths about how dangerous it is, how much it costs the 

“precious” economy, and how it may be a threat to human health. It then follows that 

anything which they, the policy makers believe could be a “threat” should be 

exterminated- just because they think it might be, just because they want it to be 

eradicated. We will set out here the common myths about Canada geese and aim to 

educate both misguided authorities and the public about goose behaviour.  

Our defence of this bird is as much an issue of human psychology as bird behaviour, 
and we set out this case to defend the bird, where many of the “problems” identified 
by Sandwell council officers are in fact problems of their very own making. 
Sandwell’s diagnosis of “problem” relies exclusively on fallible subjective judgments 
rather than objective biological tests. 
These are the hallmarks of the prejudiced, and they lie. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

1.0 Timeline of events 

 1.1 SANDWELL COUNCIL CLAIM TO HAVE CULLED 220 BIRDS- 50 AT VICTORIA PARK IN AUGUST 
2013, WHICH WAS VIDEOED BY MYSELF, AND 100 FROM DARTMOUTH PARK- FOR WHICH THERE 
APPEARS NO INDEPENDENT CORROBORATION. A FURTHER 70 WERE NOTED TO BE KILLED IN JULY 
2014. (1) 27 SURVIVING BIRDS WERE COUNTED THAT MORNING BY MYSELF, AT WHICH POINT 
JOHN SATCHWELL AND OTHERS CONTINUED TO LIE ABOUT WHAT HAD HAPPENED TO THEM- 
THAT THEY HAD BEEN “RELOCATED”. (2) 

1.1.2 IN 2013 FOLLOWING THE VICTORIA PARK ROUNDUP, SENIOR COUNTRYSIDE RANGER MATT 
DARBY SENT ME WHAT ARE NOW CLAIMED TO BE STAGED PICTURES OF THE ILLEGAL RELEASE OF 
CANADA GEESE AT FORGE MILL LAKE. THESE WERE SENT TO ME VIA HIS .GOV SANDWELL COUNCIL 
EMAIL ADDRESS. (3) BOTH PAUL SMITH , NATURE CONSERVATION OFFICER, AND THEN SANDWELL 
VALLEY MANAGER CHRIS MOORE, BOTH CLAIMED TO KNOW NOTHING ABOUT THE PROPOSED 
CULL. THEIR COMMENTS WERE RECORDED AND ARE IRREFUTABLE EVIDENCE OF THIS. (4) (5) 

1.1.3 I MADE A FORMAL FREEDOM OF INFORMATION REQUEST WHERE THEN AND ONLY THEN 
THE FIGURES WERE REVEALED AND THE CULLING OF THE BIRDS WAS ADMITTED. (6) 

 THE INCIDENT AND THE OFFICER DECEPTION RECEIVED BOTH LOCAL AND NATIONAL NEWS 
COVERAGE.. (7) 

1.1.4 IT IS WITH THIS CONTEXT OF LIES FROM OFFICERS IN THE PARKS AND COUNTRYSIDE 
DEPARTMENT THAT WE ARE EXPECTED TO NOW BELIEVE EVERYTHING THAT THEY STATE TO BE 
TRUE AND HONEST, INCLUDING BACKDATED FIGURES AND STATEMENTS MADE BY JOHN 
SATCHWELL AND OTHERS IN REPORTS. WELL THAT IS VERY DIFFICULT TO DO.  

1.1.5 WE DISPUTE THAT 100 GEESE AT DARTMOUTH PARK WERE ROUNDED UP AND KILLED IN 
2013. WE WOULD HAVE NOTICED THEIR ABSENCE, AS WOULD MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC- 
ESPECIALLY WHEN THEY WERE FLIGHTLESS DURING THE MOULT. THE PRACTICALITIES AND 
APPARATUS THAT PESTEX – SANDWELL COUNCIL’S APPOINTED PEST CONTROLLERS HAD TO 
ROUND UP JUST HALF THIS NUMBER AT VICTORIA PARK WAS CLEARLY AMATEUR. WE BELIEVE 
THIS FIGURE TO BE A LIE, PURELY TO EXAGGERATE THE COUNCIL CASE FOR THIS CULLING.  

1.1.6 REMEMBER WE HAD TO ASK FOR THE NUMBERS- THEY WERE NEVER VOLUNTEERED BY THE 
COUNCIL, AND THEY DID NOT CONFIRM ANY FIGURES UNTIL AFTER I HAD MADE STATEMENTS IN 
THE PRESS CONCERNING HOW MANY BIRDS I HAD NOTED MISSING AT THE TIPTON SITE. THIS IS 
FACT. (7) 

1.1.7 A PETITION WAS HANDED IN TO THE COUNCIL CONTAINING 1700 NAMES, (8) WITH AN 
ONLINE PETITION GENERATING OVER 3,100 SIGNATURES. (9) IN LINE WITH SANDWELL COUNCIL’S 
PETITIONS SCHEME THE PAPER PETITION CALLED FOR AN OFFICER TO GIVE EVIDENCE UNDER 
SCRUTINY. (10) 

1.1.8 THIS COMMITTEE DECIDED TO TAKE “NO ACTION” ON THE PETITION, WHICH WE CONSIDER 
ILL INFORMED AND SCANDALOUS- ESPECIALLY GIVEN THE LIES AND SUBSEQUENT INFORMATION 
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RETRIEVED THAT OFFICERS OF THE COUNCIL KNEW ABOUT BUT DID NOT DISCLOSE TO THE 
COUNCILLORS. THIS DEMANDED AN INVESTIGATION, YET NONE WAS FORTHCOMING. (11) AN 
APPEAL WAS MADE IN RESPECT OF THIS, BUT SCRUTINY OFFICERS CLAIMED THAT THE CRITERIA 
WAS NOT MET UNDER THEIR SCHEME WHICH WE DISPUTE. 

1.1.9 A COMPLAINT ABOUT JOHN SATCHWELL AND OTHER OFFICERS ACTIONS HAD BEEN MADE 
PRIOR TO THIS, YET THE INDEPENDENT INVESTIGATION INTO THIS WAS NOT RELEASED BY 
NEIGHBOURHOODS DIRECTOR ADRIAN SCARROTT TILL AFTER THE JOINT SCRUTINY MEETING IN A 
LETTER DATED  23/3/15 . (12) HE WAS AWARE THAT JOHN SATCHWELL HAD ADMITTED BOTH 
LYING AND MAKING THREATS TO MYSELF VIA A COUNCIL PHONE LINE, YET ALLOWED THIS 
OFFICER TO ACT AS THE MAIN COUNCIL SPOKESMAN TO GIVE EVIDENCE UNDER SCRUTINY. (13) 
(14) (15) 

1.2 AT THE MEETING ON 25/2/15, ADRIAN SCARROTT MADE NO MENTION OF THE ADMITTED LIES, 
(15) NOR MENTION THE ORIGINAL/EXISTING COUNCIL POLICY PASSED IN JANUARY 1997 BY THE 
THEN LEISURE COMMITTEE.  (16) 

1.2.1 THIS POLICY CLEARLY STATED THAT THE COUNCIL WOULD PRICK EGGS, AND ONLY CONSIDER 
CULLING IF NUMBERS SIGNIFICANTLY INCREASED, BUT THE TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR THIS WERE 
NOT GIVEN. IT WAS STATED IN THIS POLICY THAT THE COUNTRYSIDE RANGERS WOULD CARRY 
OUT EGG PRICKING OVER A TWO WEEK PERIOD. 

1.2.3 ADRIAN SCARROTT AND JOHN SATCHWELL’S ORIGINAL REPORT MADE NO REFERENCE TO 
THE EXISTING SANDWELL COUNCIL 1997 POLICY. (15) (17)THERE IS NO MENTION OF A CHANGE OF 
POLICY BEING MADE, OR A CONSULTATION BEING NEEDED TO TAKE PLACE IN JOHN SATCHWELL’S 
REPORT. IT IS NOTED HOWEVER THAT HE MAKES THE STATEMENT THAT THE CULL COULD BE 
UNPOPULAR WITH MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC.(17) 

1.2.4 A COMPLAINANT RAISED AN ISSUE WITH NEERAJ SHARMA, SMBC MONITORING OFFICER 
ABOUT SEVERAL ISSUES AND SHE ADMITTED THAT NO CONSULTATION HAD TAKEN PLACE 
CONCERNING A CHANGE OF POLICY. (18) (19) 

1.2.5 I ASKED ADRIAN SCARROTT FOR A COPY OF THE ORIGINAL 1997 REPORT, YET HE COULD NOT 
PRODUCE IT, YET WAS ABLE TO PROVIDE THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING WHERE IT HAD BEEN 
APPROVED. WE DO NOT BELIEVE HIS STORY ABOUT THE REPORT NOT BEING RETAINED BY THE 
COUNCIL, AND QUESTION WHAT WAS ACTUALLY IN THIS REPORT REGARDS FIGURES OF GOOSE 
NUMBERS, WHICH COULD NOW REVEAL THE CURRENT FIGURES THE COUNCIL OFFICERS OFFER 
ABOUT “SIGNIFICANT INCREASES” SINCE 1997 TO BE PROVEN FALSE. (20) 

1.2.6 I RECEIVED A LETTER AND SEVERAL QUESTIONNAIRES FROM JOHN SATCHWELL CONCERNING 
VICTORIA PARK/DARTMOUTH PARK AND CANADA GEESE MANAGEMENT. THE PURPOSE OF THIS 
AND HOW IT CAME TO FRUITION ARE MATTERS WHICH NEED CLARIFYING, GIVEN THAT THERE 
WAS NO MENTION OF IT AT THE SCRUTINY MEETING, (15) NOR IN ANY CONVERSATIONS THAT I 
HAD WITH ADRIAN SCARROTT’S SECRETARY, WHO APPEARED TO KNOW NOTHING ABOUT IT. 

1.2.7 THE STATEMENT OF PURPOSE HE SENT ME AS “POLICY” DIFFERED FROM THE ONE 
PROJECTED AT THE SCRUTINY MEETING, WHICH ASKS THE QUESTION- WHAT IS SANDWELL 
COUNCIL’S POLICY? (21) 
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1.2.8 A WIDE RANGING COMPLAINT HAS BEEN SUBMITTED TO THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
OMBUDSMAN CONCERNING ISSUES RELATING TO THE CULL, THE PETITION AND THE MANNER IN 
WHICH THE COUNCIL HAVE CONDUCTED ITS AFFAIRS. THIS IS CURRENTLY BEING INVESTIGATED.  

ONE CAN SEE FROM THIS SERIES OF EVENTS, THAT THE COUNCIL APPEAR TO HAVE OFFERED VERY 
LITTLE IN THE WAY OF TRANSPARENT INFORMATION, HAVE LIED ABOUT THEIR 
ACTIONS/INTENTIONS, DELAYED RELEASE OF INFORMATION FOR THEIR OWN PROTECTION FROM 
CRITICISM, AND GOING FORWARD IT IS DIFFICULT TO SEE HOW ANYONE COULD TRUST ANYTHING 
THAT THE EXECUTIVE STATE TO BE RELIABLE AND HONEST. 

2.0 The key basis of Sandwell Council’s arguments for goose culls. 
 
Natural England “Guidance” in context 
 
Sandwell council claim to have followed Natural England guidance. In a freedom of information 
request and in Adrian Scarrott and Steve Handley’s report they defend their actions by making this 
claim. 
It is a fact that Natural England’s “guidance” stems from a DETR funded paper written by one man 
in 1999 by the name of “Dr” John Allan who appears to have worked for the quango (Central 
Science Laboratory) and latterly the Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency (AHVLA). It 
has since appeared to be rewritten four times and the last edition has now been archived and is 
called TIN009. (22) 
 
This was entitled 

“The Management of Problems caused by Canada Geese - A Guide to Best Practice” 
Mr Allan’s credentials are not explored in his paper, and the conclusions he makes do not appear 
to have been peer reviewed by independent observers with an interest in animal welfare, or even 
veterinary surgeons rather than economic partisan industries. 

“The aviation industry continues to express concern about the increasing numbers of Canada Geese 
on water bodies near aerodromes.”  Cited from Mr Allan’s paper  

 Indeed Mr Allan’s involvement in “birdstrike” seminars involving planes and hosted by the 
aviation industry leaves one questioning to what extent his paper and conclusions were bought 
and paid for by the aviation industry lobby itself, especially when their “concerns” are amplified 
into Government policy.  
Canada geese are a scapegoat for this unsafe industry whose expansion, particularly with 
extended runways requires the demise of wildlife legislation protection, most usually through 
paper weight “licences” that are not worth the paper that they are written on. They have little 
enforcement, and Natural England have admitted that they are unlikely to ever prosecute anyone 
for breaching them given that the police are the main prosecuting authority. (23) 
Indeed in my own formal complaint against Sandwell council for breaching their General Licence 
criteria, I was merely told that I should contact my local Wildlife Liaison officer in West Midlands 
police.  
The first criticism of Allan’s work comes from his estimates of geese in the UK. 
In 1999 the paper opens 
“The Canada Goose population in Britain numbers over 63,000 birds and is still increasing.” 
In TIN009 edition 4  it is stated 

http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20160105000001/http:/publications.naturalengland.org.uk/publication/15010
https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/282548/response/689977/attach/3/RFI%203051%20response.pdf


“The Canada goose population in southern Britain numbers over 80,000 birds and is still 
increasing. However, in recent years the overall rate of growth has slowed and in some areas 
numbers have stabilised or declined.” 
So in just twelve years the entire population of the UK has suddenly appeared to have increased 
by 17,000 into just the undefined “Southern Britain.” Is it a surprise that this region is highlighted 
given the debate concerning extra runway expansion at airports in Southern Britain? I think so.  
The admission that the overall rate of growth has slowed and in some areas is in decline totally 
undermines his 1999 estimates and later claims of increase- his figures are therefore a joke.  
Similarly the cited causes of death in the birds in the two papers remains the same, and it is 
unclear as to where these figures even originated in 1999, or what agencies contributed to the 
findings. Many birds die in the wild, but many also die in rehabilitative care. Clearly not all geese 
are post mortemed or even found dead, and expressing deaths in terms of percentages rather 
than raw figures can of course be misused statistically.  

1999 report states “The causes of death are: 

 67.2% shooting  
 4.3% hit power lines  
 5.5% redation (sic ) (predation) 
 23% unknown. “ 

The 2011 report states 

“The causes of death are:   

• 67% shooting   

• 4% hitting power lines   

• 6% predation   

• 23% unknown.   

Thus in twelve years the statistics we are supposed to believe have not changed, except they have 
just been rounded to the nearest significant figure.  

 
IN SHORT THE “EXPERTISE” OF NATURAL ENGLAND ON THE MATTER OF CANADA GEESE AND 
THEIR MANAGEMENT IS HIGHLY QUESTIONABLE WHEN THEY CANNOT ACCURATELY STATE THE 
NUMBER OF ACTUAL CANADA GEESE IN THE UK, AND APPEARS BASED ON ECONOMICS RATHER 
THAN CONSERVATION OR ANIMAL WELFARE. THE GEESE ARE LARGE BIRDS, AND THE AVIATION 
INDUSTRY DOES NOT WANT LARGE BIRDS IN THE VICINITY OF ITS AIRCRAFT OR RUNWAYS- 
PARTICULARLY IF IT THREATENS THEIR EXPANSION. 
In following “guidance” therefore, local authorities and others are actually following flawed 
evidence. THERE ARE NO RUNWAYS IN SANDWELL. 
 
2.1 John Satchwell’s report of 2013. 
It is clear that in his report John Satchwell selectively directly plagiarises certain phrases from 
Allan’s original 1999/TIN009 report, and these are even echoed in Adrian Scarott’s/Steve 
Handley’s scrutiny meeting report.  One could claim that this “follows” Natural England guidance, 
yet set against the context of the guidance in general we argue that it is John Satchwell who 



misuses this paper to present a biased report which is not sensitive to public concerns for animal 
welfare, not relevant to the context of Sandwell itself or the two parks in question, and nor does it 
satisfy the criteria for culling that Allan mentions within the paper. In these terms we will look at 
the main claims in John Satchwell’s report, which Sandwell council have used to justify the cull of 
geese in two “Greenflag” Parks. 
 
 
2.1.1 Plagiarism 

It is noted that in John Satchwell’s April 2013 report, he makes no citations of Natural England 

Literature, which other council officers appear to have subsequently found on the internet, and have 

attempted to use in defence of his findings and also claim to have followed “Natural England 

guidance”. The primary source they cite is actually guidance towards the rounding up of the geese, 

to cull (TINO46) rather than one which looks at relevant options for carrying out assessments. (24) 

This therefore appears to suggest that a decision was made to cull based primarily on the wrong 

guidance literature, as specified here. It is noted however that John Satchwell’s report directly 

plagiarises several phrases from TIN009 “The management of problems caused by Canada geese, a 

guide to best practice.” He does not cite this literature in his report, and strangely neither have the 

council in responding to my FOI requests or criticism regarding the cull. WHY?  
 

 

https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/228674/response/578710/attach/5/GEESE%20TODAY.JPG


 

 

 
 



 
NB this is not covered by the licence that SMBC are relying on to cull, yet John Satchwell included it 
anyway. Note there is little in his report which deals with the health and safety issues concerning 
human health.  

 

TIN046 

 

The number of geese in the two parks was not “high” in comparison to numbers in previous years, if 

the council as they claim were undertaking egg pricking.  

All suitable measures for potentially alleviating “the problem” as Sandwell council saw it were not 

explored before culling. John Satchwell makes claim that previous attempts had been made to 

reduce numbers, yet the council have had to admit  they have no actual figures/data that there had 

been any “alarming increase” in adult goose numbers at the two parks- as their 1997 policy said may 

need to carry out lethal control measures and “total removal” of the birds.  

The third of the licences “preserving public health and safety” (general licence WML-GLO5) is the 

one which the council are now relying on. This licence does not have to be “applied for” or “awarded 

to”  anyone as the council have incorrectly stated. (25) 

https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/228674/response/578710/attach/6/GENERAL%20LIC%20PUBLIC%20HEATH.PDF


 

The council do not appear to have asked the opinion of anyone externally that all appropriate non-

lethal methods of control were either ineffective or impractical. Their cull relies on a one off count 

made in March 2013 by “park wardens”, without any previous data or knowledge that those birds 

counted were even resident on that day, or that birds culled in the two parks some months later in 

moult were even the same birds, or others that had just been unfortunate to have gone there and 

then would have left once resuming flying ability. (26) 

I do not believe that the officers of the council understand this licence. The initial claims made by the 

councillor who authorised this cull talks of reintroducing other non-native species (Muscovey ducks- 

a Central American native species) after the geese have been culled- not at all a valid reason under 

the general licence. (27) 

She also mentioned “nuisance” and complaints- which later were found to be false (just 8 formal 

complaints in the parks in 5 years, as well as unsubstantiated rubbish concerning members of the 

public being “attacked”. The nuisance/complaints are not valid reasons for lethal action under the 

general licence. The “attacks” are hyperbole without evidence. Similar hysteria made news 

concerning gulls over the summer last year- though not in Sandwell. Neither are arguments involving 

“damage” to sports pitches and amenity grassland under the GL05 licence to preserve public health 

and public safety.  

http://www.saveoursandwellcanadageese.org.uk/?p=461
http://www.saveoursandwellcanadageese.org.uk/?page_id=62


 

The guidance states that a specific one off licence could be applied for. It is clear that this does not 

apply to the council, given they have stated which licence they are relying on. Natural England have 

also confirmed that they have no record of any correspondence with SMBC regarding the culls. (28) 

They also did not request any recorded advice from the wildlife licensing unit. The 1981 Act is clearly 

set out here in terms of “preventing nuisance”. It states that these methods can be tackled using 

“non-lethal methods.” The council do not report or cite this in John Satchwell’s report. 

“Overview of licence-  This licence permits landowners, occupiers and other authorised persons to 

carry out a range of otherwise prohibited activities against the species of wild birds listed on the 

licence. This licence may only be relied upon where the activities are carried out for the purpose of 

preserving public health or public safety, and users must comply with licence terms and conditions. 

These conditions include the requirement that the user must be satisfied that legal (including non-

lethal) methods of resolving the problem are ineffective or impracticable. “ 

The culls took place in the first weeks of July in both years at Victoria Park. The date of cull at 

Dartmouth Park in 2013 is unknown. WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW THIS, AND IF ALL 100 BIRDS WERE 

KILLED ON THE SAME DAY? It therefore appears that the birds would shortly have been able to fly 

again- thus leave the site when the culls were carried out.  

https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/244364/response/606297/attach/2/2774%20response.pdf


The operation witnessed by myself and also videoed at the time in 2013 involving Pestex was 

shambolic and disorganized. They asked me for my help in encouraging the geese over to the Heras 

fencing they had set up. A professional contractor would not require the help of members of the 

public, nor lie to them. As the holders of the licence, why were they even lying about their job if the 

council were so certain of the reasons for the cull being justified? I was told to go and see john 

Satchwell, which appears to confirm their knowledge of his home location, and some possible 

personal connection. 

 

There is no clear integrated approach made in John Satchwell’s report. It relies on culling and then 

appears to talk about public reaction as a means for taking further action, rather than addressing the 

problem which they are claiming to be one. Public complaints are not a valid reason for culling, 

public health and public safety are the reasons for culling under the licence cited, yet his report is 

short on any detail as to what these concerns actually are.  If he or the council understood the 

different types of licence, then why is there no specific reference/website links to them in his report. 

Why did the Cabinet member not ask for details on the licence or for further advice? 

There appears to have been no consideration as to “adverse public opinion”, not a reason for culling 

in any case under the terms of the licence, nor about non-breeding birds filling the void. In fact the 

council claim to have carried out a further cull of birds at Victoria park in 2014 (70) because of more 

birds appearing, not those left when they had reportedly killed 50 in 2013.   



It is not known what reconnaissance had been undertaken by pestex. No members of SMBC were 

present in the park.  

 

The erection of the holding pen in 2013 appears to have been made on the morning itself. The geese 

were clearly alarmed by the actions undertaken as it witnessed on the video I took. Only 4 staff were 

present at the site. Less than stated in this guidance.  

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

It is not entirely clear from the council’s own observations as to how the birds were killed given that 

none of their staff were present, despite them opening up one of their barns at Forge Mill Farm for 

the purpose.  

 

 



2.2 In John Satchwell’s original report (17)  he makes a number of claims which we refute.  
This boils down to  
2.2.1*Goose numbers have significantly increased on Sandwell’s parks and open spaces and that 
two unnamed parks where the “problem” persists would be trialed for culling. 
2.2.2*That the council has attempted non-lethal methods of site management which have not 
reduced numbers to what he/the council consider “acceptable”. 
2.2.3 *That the birds pose a human health risk because of their numbers and also unspecified 
vectors of disease which may be a human health risk. 

 

  

 

 

2.2.1 Firstly we have challenged Sandwell council to present clear data regards “the significant 
increase” in adult goose numbers. (16) This is important because it appears to be an issue with 
which John Satchwell/Sandwell council is obsessed. At different times he and others speaking on 
behalf of SMBC have made different claims about goose numbers, which taken collectively 

http://www.saveoursandwellcanadageese.org.uk/?p=190
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GrxCl8BgO58


weaken the council’s case in that they are inconsistent. These statements concerning numbers are 
set out below chronologically and the source from which they are taken. All of these we have 
placed in the public domain on our website. 
 SANDWELL COUNCIL CLAIM TO HAVE CULLED 220 BIRDS- 50 AT VICTORIA PARK IN 2013 WHICH 
WAS VIDEOED BY MYSELF AND 100 FROM DARTMOUTH PARK- FOR WHICH THERE APPEARS NO 
INDEPENDENT CORROBORATION. A FURTHER 70 WERE NOTED TO BE KILLED IN 2014. 27 
SURVIVING BIRDS WERE COUNTED THAT MORNING BY MYSELF, AT WHICH POINT JOHN 
SATCHWELL AND OTHERS CONTINUED TO LIE ABOUT WHAT HAD HAPPENED TO THEM- THAT IS 
UNTIL I MADE A FORMAL FREEDOM OF INFORMATION REQUEST WHERE THEN AND ONLY THEN 
THE FIGURES WERE REVEALED.  

“Large numbers of Canada geese are reported each year on Sandwell’s Parks and Open Spaces; as 

many as 700 hundred birds may be present at any one time.”  

John Satchwell’s report to Cabinet member for Neighbourhood services dated April 2013  

Reported by whom, where is the evidence and breakdown of figures- and the change in figures on 

the two parks in question “year on year” which shows a “significant increase”. How can this have 

happened if egg pricking was being undertaken by the countryside rangers, as the 1997 policy 

claimed would be the case? 

  “It is clearly evident the numbers have significantly increased to a point where by they have 

become a concern to public health and public safety?” (29)  

Letter from Maria Crompton to myself dated 14th August 2014   

What figures do the council have to justify such an action? By what numbers have they increased 

and over what time period? 

Just two weeks later she appeared to have invented a number of geese 

 “With more than 1,000 geese grazing in our parks and a pair of geese rearing anything from four to 

eight goslings a season, the numbers had got out of control, especially at Victoria Park, Tipton, and 

Dartmouth Park, West Bromwich.” 

Statement made by Maria Crompton via press release/SMBC facebook 27/8/14 

https://cmis.sandwell.gov.uk/Cmis5/Document.ashx?czJKcaeAi5tUFL1DTL2UE4zNRBcoShgo=Iz4z8r05z418zIkDkgTTJrsG2NpvTkSZ2oIOAQGg4SUD6av0VhQ3mQ%3d%3d&rUzwRPf%2bZ3zd4E7Ikn8Lyw%3d%3d=pwRE6AGJFLDNlh225F5QMaQWCtPHwdhUfCZ%2fLUQzgA2uL5jNRG4jdQ%3d%3d&mCTIbCubSFfXsDGW9IXnlg%3d%3d=hFflUdN3100%3d&kCx1AnS9%2fpWZQ40DXFvdEw%3d%3d=hFflUdN3100%3d&uJovDxwdjMPoYv%2bAJvYtyA%3d%3d=ctNJFf55vVA%3d&FgPlIEJYlotS%2bYGoBi5olA%3d%3d=NHdURQburHA%3d&d9Qjj0ag1Pd993jsyOJqFvmyB7X0CSQK=ctNJFf55vVA%3d&WGewmoAfeNR9xqBux0r1Q8Za60lavYmz=ctNJFf55vVA%3d&WGewmoAfeNQ16B2MHuCpMRKZMwaG1PaO=ctNJFf55vVA%3d
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NOTE- NO NUMBERS ARE GIVEN FOR THE TWO PARKS to prove that the figures had “significantly 

increased”- THE COUNCIL HIDE BEHIND A ROUNDED FIGURE FOR THE WHOLE BOROUGH- a 

number we dispute in any case. 

 “To answer your question regarding the variance in numbers I can inform you that counts have 

been undertaken over several years and there is clear evidence that geese can at times be 

migratory birds therefore numbers can fluctuate up or down.” (30) 

Steve Handley letter dated 17th November 2014 as part of an FOI request 

This statement makes a number of contradictions which do not help the council’s own arguments. 

LET US SEE THE CLEAR EVIDENCE WHICH THE COUNCIL HAVE AS YET NOT PRODUCED. WHO 

UNDERTOOK THESE COUNTS? HE STATES THERE IS “CLEAR EVIDENCE” THAT GEESE CAN BE 

http://www.saveoursandwellcanadageese.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/scan0031.jpg
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MIGRATORY- SO NUMBERS CAN FLUCTUATE. DOES HE NOT SEE THEREFORE THE MAJOR FLAW IN 

STATEMENTS MADE BY BOTH JOHN SACTHWELL AND MARIA CROMPTON REGARDS NUMBERS IN 

SANDWELL AND THE TWO PARKS IN QUESTION? YES THE BIRDS MOVE ABOUT AND FLY BETWEEN 

DIFFERENT LOCATIONS- SO ELEMENTARY THE NUMBERS ARE NOT STATIC AND THEREFORE HAVE 

NOT “SIGNIFICANTLY INCREASED” IN THE TWO PARKS. THIS WOULD REQUIRE DAILY 

MONITORING- LET’S SEE THE COUNCIL’S FIGURES OVER THE LAST 15 YEARS.  

  “For a number of years there has been a significant increase in the Canada Geese population in 

our parks. In 2013 a count was taken which identified there to be in the region of 1000 Canada 

Geese living in these parks… 

“The two parks in question had over 300 geese residing” (31) 

Letter from Darren Cooper to a Tipton resident dated 8th December 2014  

So from John Satchwell’s figure of 700 in April 2013 the leader of Sandwell council now appears to 

have acquired a figure of 1000 and now has arrived at 300 in just the two parks alone. 

WE DISPUTE THESE FIGURES TOTALLY- THEY ARE INVENTION. THIS MEANS THAT JOHN SATCHWELL 

ESTIMATES THAT NEARLY HALF OF THE 700 GEESE HE QUOTES IN HIS ORIGINAL REPORT WERE 

RESIDENT IN JUST THESE TWO PARKS, WHICH IS ABSOLUTE UTTER NONSENSE. HIS BOSS STEVE 

HANDLEY HOWEVER RECOGNISES THEY ARE “MIGRATORY” DON’T FORGET and that  

“therefore numbers can fluctuate up or down.” 

  “I would like to make it clear there still exists a significant number of Canada Geese within the 

two parks and at the last count in September over 120 geese were counted.” (32) 

Maria Crompton letter to Animal Aid dated 14th November 2014  

With this figure and the reported 220 killed in 2013-14 we arrive at a figure of 340 for the two 

parks- A FIGURE WE TOTALLY DISPUTE WERE PRESENT. THERE HAVE NEVER BEEN MORE THAN 100 

BIRDS AT EITHER SITE AT ANY ONE TIME- AND TO REQUOTE STEVE HANDLEY  

“numbers can fluctuate up or down.” 

 “For a number of years the Canada geese population had grown to significant numbers, with 

recent counts identifying up to 1000 geese residing in parks across the borough.” 
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 “I must emphasise that it is not the council’s intention to cull all geese. Presently there are still over 

100 Canada geese living in the parks and other geese will be allowed to flourish in our nature 

reserves, alongside other wildlife.” 

Letter from Darren Cooper to a campaigner dated 20th January 2015 This is shown below. 

 

 



 

So we get a slightly less accurate figure here, but still a rounded one which appears to be the 

council’s entire argument.  

Mr Cooper’s claim about allowing the geese to flourish was nonsense given that egg pricking took 

place on Forge Mill Nature reserve just 3 months after this letter according to an FOI request- so 

his claims are lies and provide false information. 

  “Regarding specific matters you raise, over 100 geese continue to reside at the two parks where 

culling took place. In the region of 600 geese can be found in our parks, nature reserves and canals 

within Sandwell. “(33) 

Undated letter from John Satchwell to a campaigner but after Darren Cooper’s earlier one.   

 So John Satchwell now states that 600 geese are present, including Sandwell’s canal system for 

which the council has no management responsibility. THIS OF COURSE MEANS THAT THERE ARE 

LESS THAN 600 ON SANDWELL’S FORMAL PARKS. IT ALSO MEANS THAT THERE ARE LESS ON THE 

TWO CULL PARKS.  

 “2.9 A report was undertaken in March 2013 which identified in the region of 700 Canada geese 

residing within our parks and green spaces. The count identified that two parks, namely Victoria 

https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/291804/response/714146/attach/10/1%20719807188.pdf
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Park, Tipton and Dartmouth Park, West Bromwich , had in excess of 300 geese within these two 

parks alone.” .  (34) 

Statement by Steve Handley and Adrian Scarrott 25th February 2015 

This obviously refers to John Satchwell’s original report, which did not identify any figures for the 

two parks, so one questions where these figures which we totally dispute suddenly appear from. 

WE ALSO QUESTION HOW THIS FIGURE “SIGNIFICANTLY INCREASED” IN THESE TWO PARKS SINCE 

1997 WHEN THEY CLAIMED THE COUNTRYSIDE RANGERS WOULD BE UNDERTAKING EGG PRICKING 

ON ALL OF SANDWELL’S POOLS?  

 Recently we finally after “significant” (to use Sandwell council’s favourite word) delay got an answer 

to a question posed in a freedom of information request regarding how the council had arrived at 

their conclusions regarding numbers of geese at the two parks.  (35) 

Q1.            Whether the Council holds any recorded information which confirms that adult goose 

numbers have increased on the formal park sites, as well as confirmation of whether the Council has 

any recorded counts of adult birds on the formal parks- specifically Victoria Park Tipton and 

Dartmouth Park West Bromwich. 

A “I can confirm that in 2013, the Wardens undertook a visual count of all venues where Canada 

Geese were present and, in total, over 700 were identified. However, no recorded information is 

held. 

With regards to numbers within formal Parks, Dartmouth Park and Victoria Park were identified as 

having the largest populations of Canada Geese within the Borough, the visual count identified 

over 300 adult Geese.”  

So we therefore finally have confirmation from Sandwell Council itself that Sandwell council’s cull 

took place on the basis of a one off count undertaken by their dog dung finers, AND THAT THEY 

CANNOT EVEN PRODUCE ANY EVIDENCE WHICH RECORDED THIS LET ALONE GO BACK TO 1997 TO 

PROVE HOW MANY GEESE THEY HAD STARTED FROM, OR THAT THERE HAS BEEN A “YEAR ON 

YEAR” INCREASE AS JOHN SATCHWELL CLAIMED. THAT IS NOT A “SIGNIFICANT” INCREASE IN 

NUMBERS, IT IS SIGNIFICANT PROVISION OF FALSE INFORMATION ON WHICH TO BASE SUCH A 

DRASTIC POLICY! 

https://cmis.sandwell.gov.uk/Cmis5/Document.ashx?czJKcaeAi5tUFL1DTL2UE4zNRBcoShgo=sWRkoshRF3KZb4y%2faH0USloL6BWzRptZ3cRKMUTHoP2p8YUiPlrBLA%3d%3d&rUzwRPf%2bZ3zd4E7Ikn8Lyw%3d%3d=pwRE6AGJFLDNlh225F5QMaQWCtPHwdhUfCZ%2fLUQzgA2uL5jNRG4jdQ%3d%3d&mCTIbCubSFfXsDGW9IXnlg%3d%3d=hFflUdN3100%3d&kCx1AnS9%2fpWZQ40DXFvdEw%3d%3d=hFflUdN3100%3d&uJovDxwdjMPoYv%2bAJvYtyA%3d%3d=ctNJFf55vVA%3d&FgPlIEJYlotS%2bYGoBi5olA%3d%3d=NHdURQburHA%3d&d9Qjj0ag1Pd993jsyOJqFvmyB7X0CSQK=ctNJFf55vVA%3d&WGewmoAfeNR9xqBux0r1Q8Za60lavYmz=ctNJFf55vVA%3d&WGewmoAfeNQ16B2MHuCpMRKZMwaG1PaO=ctNJFf55vVA%3d
https://cmis.sandwell.gov.uk/Cmis5/Document.ashx?czJKcaeAi5tUFL1DTL2UE4zNRBcoShgo=sWRkoshRF3KZb4y%2faH0USloL6BWzRptZ3cRKMUTHoP2p8YUiPlrBLA%3d%3d&rUzwRPf%2bZ3zd4E7Ikn8Lyw%3d%3d=pwRE6AGJFLDNlh225F5QMaQWCtPHwdhUfCZ%2fLUQzgA2uL5jNRG4jdQ%3d%3d&mCTIbCubSFfXsDGW9IXnlg%3d%3d=hFflUdN3100%3d&kCx1AnS9%2fpWZQ40DXFvdEw%3d%3d=hFflUdN3100%3d&uJovDxwdjMPoYv%2bAJvYtyA%3d%3d=ctNJFf55vVA%3d&FgPlIEJYlotS%2bYGoBi5olA%3d%3d=NHdURQburHA%3d&d9Qjj0ag1Pd993jsyOJqFvmyB7X0CSQK=ctNJFf55vVA%3d&WGewmoAfeNR9xqBux0r1Q8Za60lavYmz=ctNJFf55vVA%3d&WGewmoAfeNQ16B2MHuCpMRKZMwaG1PaO=ctNJFf55vVA%3d
https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/canada_geese_numbers_and_survey#incoming-748319


 

NO EVIDENCE CAN BE PROVIDED BY SANDWELL COUNCIL TO JUSTIFY THIS 
STATEMENT- FACT 

It is clear from this that the council’s records are poor, and also we believe contrived even since 

after the cull took place which raises the question as to what real, credible and independent 

documented evidence the council has to prove that goose numbers have “significantly increased” 

or if they have even gone up at all? 

Did the park wardens have nothing better to do with their time than start counting geese, and who 

(baring in mind that they come under the direct control of John Satchwell), instructed them to 

undertake the exercise? Why is there no consideration for other species being counted? It is evident 

http://www.saveoursandwellcanadageese.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/scan0002.jpg


that the reasons for the cull do not identify the geese as being a threat to other species, given the 

licence that the council applied for was; “threat to public health and public safety.” (25) 

Given that it is claimed that they undertook the count in March (no date or time recorded or over 

what time period), are they not aware that numbers at this point in time would be different to those 

later or earlier in the year?  Did they synchronise watches and station themselves in all of Sandwell’s 

parks and open spaces when undertaking the counts?- Given that geese have wings and travel as 

Steve Handley acknowledges, there is the distinct possibility that they may have logged the same 

birds in different locations. Unfortunately controls and discussions on fallibility of statistics, which 

the council apparently have no recorded data for did not make it into John Satchwell’s briefing 

report. 

The council also claim to be following Natural England Guidance, yet numbers alone do not 

constitute the need for a lethal cull or demonstrate a public health issue, especially when the council 

cannot when challenged produce any recorded evidence of an increase in numbers. 

 “Culling the adult population at a site may simply allow non breeding adults from nearby waters 

to move in to vacated breeding territories. “ 

 “Before embarking on the large scale destruction of geese it is important to be sure that the 

birds that you are removing are actually the ones that are causing the problem.” 

“Natural England Technical Information Note TIN009  The management of problems caused by 

Canada geese: a guide to best practice” (22) 

It is not evident that there is “a problem” in terms of public health at all with goose numbers- as was 

revealed at the scrutiny meeting where the council could offer no direct evidence from within their 

own sites.  It is less clear as to how the council were aware that birds counted in March at the two 

parks were the same ones there in July that were killed. There is no mention of this in John 

Satchwell’s report, indeed we pointed this out at an early stage. The only strategy promoted in John 

Satchwell’s report which was entitled “options” is for culling. Thus he does not take into account 

integrated management techniques mentioned in the Natural England guidance. 
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We present below records from West Midland bird club reports concerning Canada geese 
observations. This is an independent publication produced by professional bird watchers. We also 
have records from The Tividale Birding group regards goose numbers at Sheepwash Nature 
reserve- a key site near to Victoria Park Tipton from where birds could be expected to move 
between the two sites. (36) 
These figures appear to suggest that goose numbers in Sandwell are far from being higher than 
some sites in other neighbouring local authorities, who have chosen not to act with the same 
obsessive brutality as SMBC’s insane goose miscounting officers. This was confirmed at the 
scrutiny meeting BY John Satchwell when questioned on the point by Councillor Lloyd. It is clear 
from these figures that in neither Dartmouth Park West Bromwich nor Victoria Park Tipton, the 
figures have ever exceeded more than 100 birds. WE CHALLENGE THE COUNCIL TO PRODUCE 
INDEPENDENT EVIDENCE THAT THIS HAS BEEN THE CASE. 
The figures also suggest that rather than increasing, the exact opposite has been the case with 
Canada geese in Sandwell- and that their numbers are in fact decreasing- particularly wintering 
birds at Sheepwash Nature Reserve. THIS MAY LEAD TO OTHER CONCLUSIONS AS TO WHY THIS 
MIGHT BE THE CASE WHICH WE WILL LOOK AT FURTHER BELOW. 
 
 WEST MIDLAND BIRD CLUB REPORTS FOR WEST MIDLANDS COUNTY AREAS- BOLD TEXT 
HIGHLIGHTS AREAS IN SANDWELL, OR MANAGED OR PART MANAGED BY SANDWELL COUNCIL.  
 
2003 
W Mid Breeding pairs were noted at Catshill (along the Anglesey Branch canal), Dudley No 2 canal 
(two pairs), Dunstall Park Lake (three), Grapes Pool in Bilston (two), Newtown (along the Anglesey 
Branch canal), Ocker Hill, Oldbury (two along the canal), Parkhead (three pairs), Perry Hall playing 
fields, Rocket Pool in Bradley (two), Sandwell Valley, Sheepwash UP (in excess of 30 goslings 
raised), Stubbers Green (three), Thimblemill, Titford Pools and Trittiford Mill. A total of 67 were at 
Wyken Slough in February while 73 were at Titford Pools in mid-June. The count of 673 made in 
Sandwell Valley in September was a new record count for the locality. Two birds in Sandwell 
Valley on January 31st were wearing red rings on their right legs BCT and BBY. They were ringed in 
Sandwell Valley as juveniles on 23rd September 2001 and 1st August 2001 respectively. 
 
2004 
W Mid Breeding was noted at Dunstall Park Lake (six pairs cf. three in 2003), Sandwell Valley (at 
least 48 young fledged) and Stubbers Green. They were also present during the breeding season at 
Bartley Reservoir. Up to 170 were at Dunstall Park on March 3rd (peak count), 140 were counted at 
Stubbers Green on June 15th while 33 were counted at Box Tree Farm in October. 
2005 
W Mid Breeding was noted along the Dudley No.2 Canal at Netherton (two pairs), Dunstall Park Lake 
(five pairs all hatched young, but none fledged – they were presumed to have been predated by Red 
Foxes Vulpes vulpes), Fens Pools, Gas Street Basin, Grapes Pool, Ladymoor Pool, Rocket Pool, 
Sandwell Valley, Sheepwash UP (29 goslings counted), Stubbers Green and Trittiford Pool. All 
prospecting pairs at Marsh Lane NR were discouraged by Mute Swans. Other counts included 134 at 
Trittiford Pool on March 18th, 120 at Park Lime Pits on April 26th and October 26th and 126 on 
Rushall Canal on November 12th. 
 
2006 
W Mid Breeding was only reported at Dartmouth Park, Dudley No.2 Canal near Netherton Reservoir 
(two pairs), Dunstall Park (six pairs, but just two were successful, each fledging four young), Grapes 
Pool, Rocket Pool, Sandwell Valley and Sheepwash UP. Birds were also noted in the breeding season 
at Aldridge, Burys Hill, Chadwick End, Clayhanger Marsh, Coundon Wedge, Edgbaston Reservoir, The 
Leasowes, Moseley Park, Olton Mere, Park Lime Pits, Saltwells LNR, Walsall Arboretum and Whitley. 

http://www.westmidlandbirdclub.org.uk/archives/4587579632


Away from the tabulated sites, high counts included 136 at Powell’s Pool (Sutton Park) on February 
4th, 120 at Trittiford Park on 5th, 135 along the Daw End Branch Canal at Aldridge on April 14th, 100 
at Whitley on September 25th and 105 at Mary Stevens Park on October 1st. Also recorded at Balsall 
Common, Bartley Reservoir, Cannon Hill Park, The Dingles, Haden Hill Park, Priory Fields, Titford 
Pools and Warrens Hall LNR. 
 
2007 
W Mid Birds were noted during the breeding season at Aldridge, Birmingham Mainline Canal, 
Bumble Hole, Chadwick End, Dunstall Park, Edgbaston Reservoir, Fens Pools, Marsh Lane NR, Mary 
Stevens Park, Minworth STW, Netherton Reservoir, Reedswood Park, Sceptre Park, Smestow Valley, 
Titford Pools, Walsall Arboretum, Winterbourne and Witton Lakes. The count of 137 at Marsh Lane 
NR appears to be the highest site total since 2002. Other high counts involved 188 birds at Stubbers 
Green on August 23rd and 265 on September 1st, and 130 at Smethwick Hall Park on December 
16th. Smaller numbers of birds were also seen at Bartley Reservoir, Berkswell, Blythe Valley CP, 
Bourneville, Brueton Park, The Leasowes, Park Lime Pits, Sheepwash UP, Sutton Park and Wyndley 
Pool. 
 
2008 
W Mid A breeding bird survey involving 69 half-kilometre transects along 15 watercourses across 
Birmingham recorded a total of 429 birds in 32 transects and 11 watercourses: Chinn Brook, Merritts 
Brook, Plantsbook (south of Penns Lane), River Cole (central, east and south), River Rea (Cannon 
Hill), River Tame (west) and Sutton Park (Keeper’s Pool and Wyndley to Bracebridge). Birds were also 
noted during the breeding season at Bartley Reservoir, Berkswell, Blackheath, Bumble Hole LNR, 
Chadwick End, Cornets End, Dudley No.2 Canal, Dunstall Park, Edgbaston Reservoir, Fens Pools, 
Grand Union Canal, Haden Hill Park, Kingswinford, The Leasowes, Marsh Lane NR, Mary Stevens 
Park, Netherton Reservoir, Park Lime Pits, Reedswood Park, Sandwell Valley, Sheepwash UP, 
Smestow Valley, Smethwick Hall Park, Stambermill, Stubbers Green, Tipton, Titford Pools, Walsall 
Arboretum, Warrens Hall LNR, West Smethwick Park and Westwood Heath. Away from tabulated 
sites, high counts included about 160 birds at Smethwick Hall Park on February 3rd, 198 at Cannon 
Hill Park on June 22nd, 215 at Stubbers Green on July 21st, 290 at Ryders Mere on August 21st, 393 
at Stubbers Green on September 7th and over 200 between Park Lime Pits and Riddian Bridge on 
November 22nd. Smaller numbers of birds were also seen at Babb’s Mill Lake, Blythe Valley CP, 
Bourneville, Coundon Wedge, Elmdon Park, Grapes Pool, Greets Green, Hydes Road Pool, Knowle, 
Ladymoor Pool, Lutley Wedge, Meriden Park Pool, Minworth STW, Ocker Hill and Winson Green. 
 
2009 
W Mid    A breeding bird survey involving 69 half-kilometre transects along 15 watercourses across 
Birmingham recorded a total of 429 birds in 32 transects and 11 watercourses: Chinn Brook, Merritts 
Brook, Plantsbook (south of Penns Lane), River Cole (central, east and south), River Rea (Cannon 
Hill), River Tame (west) and Sutton Park (Keeper’s Pool and Wyndley to Bracebridge). Birds were 
noted during the breeding season at Aldridge, Bartley Reservoir, Berkswell, Blythe Valley CP, 
Bournville, Bowling Green, Bumble Hole LNR, Edgbaston Reservoir, Fens Pools, Grapes Pool, Haden 
Hill Park, Hawne Park, Hillfield Park, Ketley Farm, Limepits Farm, Longmoor Pool, Longwood lane 
canal, Marsh Lane NR, Mary Stevens Park, Meriden, Netherton Reservoir, North Warwickshire Golf 
Course, Park Lime Pits, Reedswood Park, Sandwell Valley, Sheepwash UP, Smethwick Hall Park, 
Stambermill, Stubbers Green, The Leasowes, Titford Pools, Walsall Arboretum, Warrens Hall LNR, 
West Bromwich and West Smethwick Park. Away from tabulated sites, high counts included 115 
birds at Titford Pools on July 14th, 150 at North Warwickshire Golf Course on October 2nd, 218 at 
Ward End Park on 13th, 148 on November 9th and 190 on December 7th, 250 at Small Heath Park 
on October 19th, 268 on November 16th and 200 on December 21st, 100 at both Ladymoor Pool 
and Victoria Park on November 22nd, and 130 at Smethwick Hall Park on December 28th. Smaller 



numbers of birds were also seen at Amblecote, Babbs Mill, Blackroot Pool, Bracebridge Pool, 
Crestwood School, Hydes Road Pool, Lutley Wedge, Merecroft Pool, Powell’s Pool, River Cole 
(Millstream Project), Salford Park, Tettenhall, Turner’s Hill, Tyseley, Westwood Heath, Wychall 
Reservoir and Wyndley Pool. 
NB DOESN’T STATE IF VICTORIA PARK TIPTON OR SMETHWICK, BUT THIS IS IMPORTANT AS A 
SOURCE IF TIPTON BECAUSE IT CONFIRMS THAT NUMBERS AT VICTORIA PARK TIPTON WERE AT 
100, 4 YEARS BEFORE CULLING TOOK PLACE- SO NO ACTUAL “INCREASE” HAD OCCURRED.  
 
2010 
 
W Mid    Birds were also noted during the breeding season at Aldridge, Babb’s Mill, Bartley 
Reservoir, Berkswell, Blythe Valley CP, Bumble Hole LNR, Castle Hills, Clayhanger Marsh, Edgbaston 
Reservoir, Elmdon Park, Haden Hill Park, The Leasowes, Limepits Farm, Manor Farm Park, Mary 
Stevens Park, Meriden, Netherton, North Warwickshire Golf Course, Norton, Olton Mere, Park Hall 
Pool, Ravenshaw, Reedswood Park, Rough Wood, Ryders Mere, Sheepwash UP, Stubbers Green, 
Titford Pools, Tyseley, Warrens Hall LNR, Westwood Heath and Wyken Slough. Birds were also 
noted outside the breeding season at 28 other locations. Away from tabulated sites, high counts 
included 300 birds in Ward End Park on January 12th, 360 in Small Heath Park on 18th, 130 in 
Smethwick Hall Park on 31st, 200 in West Park on February 21st, 120 at Limepits Farm on March 
2nd and 156 at Stubbers Green on June 17th. 
 
2011 
W Mid    Birds were also noted during the breeding season at Blythe Valley CP, College Farm, 
Edgbaston Reservoir, Lime Pits Farm, Meriden, Netherton, North Warwickshire Golf Course, Park 
Lime Pits, Pedmore, Rushall Canal, Netherton Reservoir, Sutton Park, Thimblemill, Tyseley, Walsall 
Golf Course, Westwood Heath, Wyken Slough, Wollescote and Yardley Wood. Birds were also noted 
outside the breeding season at 29 other locations. Away from tabulated sites, high counts included 
200 birds in Mary Stevens Park on October 11th and 13th, 180 to 200 in West Park from October 
15th to November 12th and 115 at Fens Pools also on 12th. 
IT IS CLEAR THAT NUMBERS AT SMETHWICK HALL PARK ARE CURRENTLY NOT AS HIGH AS THE 
COUNTS MADE HERE. IF NO CULLING TOOK PLACE AT THIS SITE, THEN IT SUGGESTS THAT THESE 
BIRDS HAVE FOR SOME REASON TRAVELLED ELSEWHERE. 
 
 Tividale bird group reports- maximum goose counts for Sheepwash nature reserve- 800 metres from 
Victoria Park Tipton. 
1985, 25 Oct/Nov. 
1986, 73 Sep. 
1987, 113 Aug. 
1988, 152 Aug. 
1989, 141 Aug. 
1990, 112 Aug. 
1991, 111 Aug. 
1992, NC 
1993, NC 
1994, 100 Aug. 
1995, 310 Dec. 
1996, 300 Jan. 
1997, 400 Aug. 
1998, 150 Oct. 
1999-2001, NC. 
2002, 150. 



2003 on, no more information, but wintering figures have clearly depreciated over this period. 
2015 Around 40 goslings noted, just 3 survivors to fledge. A clear notable absence of birds roosting 
at the site. There are as of 10/15 not a single resident goose at the site! 
 
Natural England guidance in John Allan’s paper makes the following observation regards bird 
numbers. 

 
“Culling the adult population at a site may simply allow non breeding adults from nearby waters to 
move in to vacated breeding territories. “(22) 

There is no mention of this in John Satchwell’s report, indeed we pointed this out at an early 
stage. The only strategy promoted in John Satchwell’s report which was entitled “options” is for 
culling. Thus he does not take into account integrated management techniques mentioned in the 
Allan report/Natural England guidance.  

“Before embarking on the large scale destruction of geese it is important to be sure that the birds 
that you are removing are actually the ones that are causing the problem. For example, birds causing 
agricultural damage at a wintering site may moult at a site a considerable distance away. It should 
also be noted that at long established breeding sites there may be a surplus of birds waiting to 
occupy breeding territories, but which moult elsewhere. Thus, a cull of breeding birds may simply 
create vacant territories for other birds to move into and repeat culls may be necessary for a number 
of years before the problem is finally brought under control.” (22) 

There is no mention of numbers or consideration of this point in John Satchwell’s report, and as 
has been demonstrated, they appear inept at actually being able to confirm that numbers at 
either site have actually increased over time and by how many. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20160105000001/http:/publications.naturalengland.org.uk/publication/15010
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20160105000001/http:/publications.naturalengland.org.uk/publication/15010


2.2.2 *That the council has attempted non-lethal methods of site management which 

have not reduced numbers to what he/the council consider “acceptable”. 

ATTEMPT AT NON –LETHAL METHODS OF SITE MANAGEMENT 
 EGG PRICKING 

 
 
Sandwell council have claimed that egg pricking/oiling has taken place over a number of years. (17)  
The statement was repeated by Maria Crompton during a radio WM interview. (37) WE STRONGLY 
DISPUTE THIS WITH OUR OWN DIRECT OBSERVATION AND THE INDEPENDENT EVIDENCE GLEANED 
FROM THE SOURCES BELOW.  
 

 
Juvenile Canada goose goslings at Dartmouth Park taken 16th July 2011. 

http://www.saveoursandwellcanadageese.org.uk/?p=190
http://www.saveoursandwellcanadageese.org.uk/?p=1073


 

 

 
Sheepwash Nature Reserve circa 1999. Note the young goslings in evidence, but also note the Ryder 
house Block of Flats within the shot, with which Sandwell council boasted about demolishing. These 
were demolished in October 2002, which proves beyond doubt that egg pricking was not carried out 
at this site by the countryside rangers. Numerous goslings hatching at several sites were in evidence 
throughout the period when the council claimed that egg pricking would be carried out. IN SHORT 
THE CLAIMS ARE LIES. Note the council PR puff piece on youtube of the demolition event.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Re7-6saeQjA 
 

 
It should also be noted that in these pictures the vegetation at the site was better managed, with 
grazing opportunities available to the geese- their preferred habitat.  
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Re7-6saeQjA


 
Outright lies! 

http://www.friendsofdartmouthpark.org.uk/images/No.%2025%20-%20June%202012.pdf 

The above Friends of Dartmouth park newsletter is rather damning as a piece of evidence which 

shoots down in flames the council’s and Maria Crompton’s on air claims as lies. 

Shown on page 3 are pictures taken at the park by one of the FDP group at a time when John 

Satchwell’s son, John Satchwell was in charge as project manager. 

 

 

Perhaps the goslings are being “relocated” by their parents? 

http://www.friendsofdartmouthpark.org.uk/images/No.%2025%20-%20June%202012.pdf


 

Goslings hatched in Dartmouth Park June 2012, 10 months before John Satchwell’s 
report which claimed egg pricking had been undertaken 

At least 25 goslings are clearly visible in this June 2012 photo, and not only that but it confirms that 

swan breeding success were not affected by those numbers also, as some officer liars had tried to 

claim, and which the leader of the council Darren Cooper even stated in a letter to a resident.   

“Their aggressive behaviour during the 
breeding season prevented other wildfowl 
resident in the park from rearing their young” 

 Compare this irrefutable evidence with the nonsense stated by John Satchwell in his report 

just months later and Maria Crompton in her radio interview concerning egg pricking. 

THEIR CLAIMS WERE KNOWN LIES, BUT DID JOHN SATCHWELL AND 

OTHERS MISLEAD HER INTO MAKING THESE FALSE STATEMENTS? 

VN850331 

  

http://www.saveoursandwellcanadageese.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/scan0028.jpg
http://www.saveoursandwellcanadageese.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/VN850331.wma
http://www.saveoursandwellcanadageese.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/dart4.png


MOLLIE GREEN 

“These are the ones that have flown 
in, they’re definitely not hatching 
with you? It’s very easy to take eggs 
off. 

 MARIA CROMPTON 

” No, No No, They’re not hatching 
with us, No.” 

 One of the main claims made in John Satchwell’s culling report was that egg pricking had previously 
been carried out in the formal parks, but unsuccessfully reducing numbers of geese. (17) Egg 
pricking, it was claimed was already being carried out in 1997 and was also due to continue, 
according to the man who had John Satchwell’s job at the time- Paul Cosgrove. (38) There is 
reference to the cabinet report, which would have been interesting to read as to the council’s 
rationale for continuing egg pricking at this time, as well as numbers of geese claimed to be present 
in the area at the time. This existing council policy appears to have been forgotten by the council.  

 As a consequence of Sandwell’s claims, we decided to ask them for more information regarding the 

process, and who had been tasked to carry out egg pricking.  As ever The Freedom of 

Information Act offers the only tool of extracting detail and not fiction propagated by lying officers 

of the parks department. 

WHAT DID WE ASK AND WHAT DID THEY KNOW 

From direct observation and inside sources at Sandwell council we know that egg pricking had not 

been systematically carried out in the manner that Satchwell et al had claimed it had been from 

1997. It was also clear that in addition to getting the revolting pest controllers to kill adult geese, 

that they had also tasked them with egg pricking prior to this. This is confirmed in an email dated 

10th February 2013 (39) obtained in another FOI request, though the details are sparse. Details for 

2013 leading up to the first cull are not given. 

SANDWELL COUNCIL RESPONDED TO OUR REQUEST. 1 I am requesting information relating to 

control of Canada Geese by egg pricking /oiling that the council claim to have undertaken since 

http://www.saveoursandwellcanadageese.org.uk/?p=190
http://www.saveoursandwellcanadageese.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/scan0005.jpg
https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/228674/response/578710/attach/4/image002.png
https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/257094/response/635484/attach/10/1%20702693615.pdf


1997.Could you please supply me with the cabinet report from this year which outline the process of 

egg control, rather than the culling of adult birds. 

I will attempt to answer the issues raised in the order you raise them.      

Issue one. With regards to information relating to egg pricking/oiling, we do not have a Cabinet 

Report that outlines the process of egg control.   

2. Could you also indicate what recorded information you have for the years from 1997 to 2014 of 

sites in the borough where Canadian Goose eggs where pricked / oiled, how many nests and or eggs 

were pricked / oiled at those sites and also who undertook this work. Be it in house via countryside 

rangers, estates staff or private contractor. 

 Please note, that I am not concerned of the name of private contractors, just if the process was 

undertaken by council staff or by private contractor in the given years 1997 to 2014. 

Issue two. The only recorded information we have is for 2013 and 2014, please see Appendix One 

highlighting the information you request.  Issue three. The process for 2013 and 2014 was 

undertaken by a private contractor. Previous to this the process was undertaken by Council Staff. 

 NB. WE HAVE PRESENTED THE FIGURES GIVEN BY SMBC IN THE TABLE BELOW, GIVING CLARITY ON 

TOTALS FOR THE PARKS WHERE BIRDS WERE LATER CULLED. 

SITE 

NUMBER 

OF NESTS 

2013 

TOTAL 

EGGS 

TREATED 

2013 

NUMBER 

OF NESTS 

2014 

TOTAL 

EGGS 

TREATED 

2014 

DARTMOUTH 

PARK- WEST 

BROMWICH 

 6  29  3  10 

HYDES ROAD-

WEDNESBURY 
1 4 0 0 

REDHOUSE 

PARK- WEST 

BROMWICH 

 2  7  2  8 



SMETHWICK 

HALL-

SMETHWICK 

 2  7  2  8 

VICTORIA 

PARK -TIPTON 
 2  12  1  5 

VICTORIA 

PARK 

SMETHWICK 

 6  21  4  15 

WEST 

SMETHWICK 

PARK 

  

2 

 

  

7  1 4 

 TOTALS  21  87  13  50 

TOTAL NESTS 2013-14 =   33 

TOTAL EGGS TREATED 2013-14 = 137 

DARTMOUTH PARK NESTS 2013-14 = 9 

DARTMOUTH PARK EGGS TREATED 2013-14 = 39 

VICTORIA PARK TIPTON NESTS 2013-14 = 3 



VICTORIA PARK TIPTON EGGS TREATED 2013-14= 17 

  DISCUSSION 

It is left to speculation as to why Sandwell council would not have a copy of its own policy and 

cabinet report prior to John Satchwell’s report, and that he and they apparently were unable to refer 

to this for background information when he or they considered a different culling strategy. 

The council themselves it is claimed undertook egg pricking on their own sites prior to 2013. They 

cannot themselves offer any figures as to which sites, how many nests and how many eggs they 

supposedly pricked. 

REMEMBER, THIS SAME COUNCIL ARE CLAIMING THAT EGG PRICKING HAS NOT HAD ANY EFFECT, 

YET THERE IS SPECULATION AS TO HOW THEY COME TO THIS CONCLUSION WHEN THEY CANNOT 

OFFER ANY EVIDENCE THAT THEY ACTUALLY CARRIED OUT ANY EGG PRICKING AT ALL. 

 We know that Sandwell Valley staff were supposedly responsible for egg pricking for a good 

many years, accessing the islands by boat. The boat used for this purpose, based at swan pool, 

was according to Chris Moore, (now former manager of the Sandwell Valley), stolen some time 

from here around the mid 2000′s. It was never replaced. 

 We know that at least for one year, a long distance swimmer, who was briefly employed as a 

ranger/life guard by Sandwell council did apparently have tasking to perform egg pricking. This 

was witnessed. He left the authority around 2010. Who carried it out after this and how? 

 There is not clear distinction as to what council owned sites are claimed to have had egg pricking 

carried out, just formal parks or the nature reserve sites also? 

 We know that in Dartmouth Park at least, many hatched goslings in the late 1990′s/early 2000′s 

were ringed as growing juveniles in the moult period by a licenced BTO ringer- THUS SEVERAL 

GOSLINGS WERE HATCHING FROM THE SUPPOSEDLY “PRICKED” EGGS AT THIS SITE. NB This is 

evidenced in the WMBC sightings above.  

 There is clear evidence above that many goslings were hatching prior to culling in 2013, and in 

particular at Dartmouth Park. This is irrefutable, and so John Satchwell/Maria Crompton’s claims 

are lies. 

 Pestex appear to have been appointed to carry out this work in 2013; the reasons for this are 

not explained, but perhaps someone thought that the task was not being carried out properly by 

the Sandwell Valley staff, or perhaps the staff thought the task beneath them? Value for money 

for the tax payer? 



 FIGURES 

The figures for nests/eggs presumably were supplied to the council on request by Pestex. They do 

not under scrutiny do either John Satchwell or his report on which the council are relying to justify 

their cull any favours at all. In fact they seriously damage their own arguments. 

 THEY HAVE NO FIGURES FOR MONITORING OF CANADA GEESE NESTS OR EGGS AT THEIR 

FORMAL PARKS, SO HOW CAN THEY CLAIM TO HAVE ALSO BEEN MONITORING NUMBERS OF 

GEESE AT CERTAIN SITES, OR FORM ANY VALID OPINION ON INCREASE IN NUMBERS? 

 THE TOTAL NUMBER OF NESTS IN THE NAMED FORMAL PARKS FOR 2013-14 ARE JUST 33. 

 For Dartmouth Park and Victoria Park Tipton just 12 nests are recorded, with just 68 eggs over 

the two years, and it is highly unlikely that any of these nests would have been missed on the 

islands, (supposing the pest control company wanted to prick the eggs and did so). Don’t the 

council make a regular point of claiming how “aggressive” the geese are when defending their 

nests? Surely the nests would not be missed. 

 This confirms that not all geese breed at the sites in question- given the 220 supposedly culled. 

100 at Dartmouth Park in 2013 and 50 in 2013 and 70 in 2014 at Victoria Park. In fact it 

demonstrates that the birds at the sites during culling were not resident breeding birds there at 

all, but had specifically arrived at the site just for the moult period. Claims about how productive 

the birds are made in Adrian Scarott and Steve Handley’s misinforming report to the scrutiny 

committee do not stand up. 

False statements in the report- 

 “1.4 The Council has, for a number of years, made attempts to try and manage the numbers of 

Canada geese by adopting different control measures, namely oiling and egg pricking……but 

these measures have proved to be ineffective.” 

 “2.1 Canada geese can live up to 20 years of age and a pair of geese normally mates for life and 

can produce up to 100 goslings over that period.” 

 Sandwell council have therefore merely killed birds that arrived at these parks from elsewhere 

 2015 onwards? 

It has become apparent that Sandwell council have retained Pestex to carry out egg pricking again in 

2015. They have been seen in other locations, last year including non formal lakes where Canada 

geese can breed. The result of pricking eggs at such sites is likely to have the effect of making these 

nesting birds feel threatened at such “nature reserves”, which are in general in Sandwell very poorly 

managed and overgrown litter jungles for the local yobs and drunks to congregate.  



 
Pestex back at Forge Mill Lake, in the same spot where we still wonder what really happened 

to the geese from Victoria Park in 2013. 

 A recent Freedom of information request (40) has revealed the number of eggs and nests dealt with 

by Sandwell Council’s exterminators in 2015. This now gives a three year record of data which may 

tentatively lead to some basic conclusions about nesting habits and numbers of birds involved. Of 

course this would have been more complete if Sandwell council had kept official records when its 

countryside rangers were supposedly tasked with egg pricking from 1997, when the policy passed by 

the Leisure Committee in January of that year stated that they would be. 

The ringing of juvenile geese is irrefutable evidence that egg pricking was not taking place in these 

years as it was stated it would be. Consequently any increase in numbers can largely be blamed on 

Sandwell council’s own lack of following its own policy. 

We asked as part of this request; 

(i) I am requesting a list of Sandwell sites where egg pricking of Canada goose eggs was 

carried out in 2015, the number of nests identified and eggs pricked at each site.  

The council replied with figures.  

 The tables below show the number of sites visited in 2015 which this year includes Forge Mill 

Nature Reserve where Pestex were observed and also Swan Pool. We also believe that Icehouse pool 

was also targeted, though there are no figures given here. Egg pricking on Nature reserve sites is in 

itself worthy of discussion and we will look at some of the ramifications of this below. The figures for 

2013 and 2014 are shown in a table below that for comparison. 

 

https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/291804/response/714146/attach/10/1%20719807188.pdf
http://www.saveoursandwellcanadageese.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/Scan_20150830-3.png
http://www.saveoursandwellcanadageese.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/Scan_20150830-3.png
https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/291804/response/714146/attach/10/1%20719807188.pdf
http://www.saveoursandwellcanadageese.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/03-27-2015_154629.jpg


SITE  

NUMBER 

OF NESTS 

2015 

 

TOTAL 

EGGS 

TREATED 

 

DARTMOUTH 

PARK- WEST 

BROMWICH 

 9    51  

HYDES ROAD-

WEDNESBURY 
  1   5   

REDHOUSE 

PARK- WEST 

BROMWICH 

  1    5  

SMETHWICK 

HALL-

SMETHWICK 

  1    4   

VICTORIA 

PARK -TIPTON 
  6   34    

VICTORIA 

PARK 

SMETHWICK 

  2   12    

 WEST 

SMETHWICK 

PARK 

  2    8   

 FORGE MILL 

LAKE WEST 

BROMWICH 

  22    144  

SWAN POOL 

WEST 

BROMWICH 

 4     18  

TOTALS   48    281  



SITE 

NUMBER 

OF NESTS 

2013 

TOTAL 

EGGS 

TREATED 

2013 

NUMBER 

OF NESTS 

2014 

TOTAL 

EGGS 

TREATED 

2014 

DARTMOUTH 

PARK- WEST 

BROMWICH 

 6  29  3  10 

HYDES ROAD-

WEDNESBURY 
1 4 0 0 

REDHOUSE 

PARK- WEST 

BROMWICH 

 2  7  2  8 

SMETHWICK 

HALL-

SMETHWICK 

 2  7  2  8 

VICTORIA 

PARK -TIPTON 
 2  12  1  5 

VICTORIA 

PARK 

SMETHWICK 

 6  21  4  15 

WEST 

SMETHWICK 

PARK 

  2  7  1 4 

 TOTALS  21  87  13  50 

 DISCUSSION. 

Firstly it is important to note that not all eggs hatch naturally, and would not be fertile when laid, so 

it would be disingenuous to state that all these eggs would have become new goslings. Some nests 

may have been abandoned already before egg sitting had commenced as fighting between pairs can 

occur. This does not limit other species to breeding successfully, indeed the egg prickers may disturb 



birds when setting foot on the islands. Goslings are also prone to be predated after hatching. 

Numerous other wildfowl successfully breed on all of the sites where Canada geese lay eggs. 

The figures also prove that not all pairs of geese actually breed, and this is consistent with mute 

swan studies over many years where ringing has shown clear trends that only a small percentage of 

pairs ever produce young. It would be advantageous to ring the geese to ascertain clear evidence of 

laying pairs and where these birds actually attempted to nest. This would enter some science into 

the equation, rather than the black and white figures offered by the council which prove very little. 

The counts of adult birds on the sites obviously outnumber the totals of nesting pairs. If the figures 

on Dartmouth Park and Victoria Park Tipton are to be believed for 2015 this amounts to just 30 

breeding and nesting birds, 15 male and 15 female. Clearly the rest of the flocks at these sites never 

attempt to breed, and therefore many of them are likely to be none resident with no interest in 

breeding at all. This is important because the council appear to not distinguish between non 

breeding ‘migrant’ birds and resident breeding birds. Natural England guidance clearly makes a 

distinction, so the council would do better to take these statistics on board when considering 

blanket eradication.  

Natural England Technical Information Note TIN009  “The management of problems caused by 
Canada geese: a guide to best practice” 
 “Before embarking on the large scale destruction of geese it is important to be sure that the birds 
that you are removing are actually the ones that are causing the problem. For example, birds causing 
agricultural damage at a wintering site may moult at a site a considerable distance away. It should 
also be noted that at long established breeding sites there may be a surplus of birds waiting to 
occupy breeding territories, but which moult elsewhere” 
 
How do Sandwell council know that the birds culled are the ones that they claim to be causing 
“damage”? 

There is also no science in rounding up birds without determining their sex, or if they are actually 

breeding birds or not. Unfortunately the council appear to believe that all the geese are likely to 

breed, which is not what their own figures or expert opinion confirm. 

“2.1 Canada geese can live up to 20 years of age and a pair of geese normally mates for life and can 

produce up to 100 goslings over that period.” 

From report from Adrian Scarrott/Steve Handley which is completely misleading. 

The majority of the formal park sites have limited breeding appearing to take place over the three 

year period. This may effectively ensure no geese replace those which die on these sites, but it could 



also offer scope for others to fly in after the moult has ended. It could also encourage those 

unsuccessful birds to go elsewhere, including other parks where the council do not want them to go. 

The increases in eggs at Dartmouth Park West Bromwich and Victoria Park Tipton appear somewhat 

dubious to us. Having had occasion to go on both islands at Victoria Park, there was on one island 

only evidence of one nest. On the other island a pair of swans were nesting where the female 

unfortunately died. These eggs did not hatch. Neither did one of the pairs at Dartmouth Park, Swan 

pool or icehouse pool which appears extremely suspicious. We hope the contractors are able to tell 

the difference between swan eggs and goose eggs when they encounter an “abandoned” nest! 

At Dartmouth park two pairs of geese actually bred successfully producing 9 goslings which fledged. 

At Victoria Park, one pair produced 3 goslings, which were all presumed eaten by predators within a 

few days of hatching. Did the egg prickers deliberately leave these nests, or miss them? 

 

Dartmouth park goslings 2015 

This has been consistent with swanwatch observations over a number of years, where survival rates 

at Dartmouth Park are fairly good, whereas predation is heavy at the Tipton site, most prominently 

through great black backed gulls. 

The inclusion of two and we believe three of the other Sandwell Valley pools which are not formal 

parks but “Nature Reserves” has obviously been  included by the council this year with the rationale 

of reducing numbers gathering at Dartmouth Park. The Forge Mill numbers look eye watering, yet 

taking into account the high levels of predation likely at such a site they should not at all be taken as 

evidence that these eggs would have all survived to become adult geese. The experience is quite 

different. At Sheepwash nature Reserve last year a total of 40 goslings were noted, yet of these only 

3 actually survived to fledge- the rest all being presumed predated. There was clear multiple 

evidence of crow predation witnessed. A similar scenario at Forge Mill is therefore highly likely. The 

figure of 6.4 eggs per nest at Forge Mill appears high and is in itself a food source to other birds and 



animals. One could therefore question the rationale of egg pricking at such sites, given the likelihood 

that natural predators are likely to eat hatched goslings, and that removing this food source may 

only reduce the food chain chances of “native” species. 

So what then for these birds when they have no young to raise and when they feel the urge to 

gather in “safe” flocks of other moulting birds in formal park areas where there is ample grass to eat- 

their natural diet after all? 

Sandwell council and their pest controllers act in blind arrogance at their ability to plot to kill birds 

who do no harm, and by their own figures were needlessly killed because Sandwell council 

employees failed to do the jobs that they were supposedly paid to do. 

Furthermore as we have pointed out before, if those birds that had their nests addled decided to 

leave the site and fly to Dartmouth Park for example, the council and their contractors have merely 

provided the scenario that they do not want to achieve in facilitating this themselves through their 

direct intervention. 

 

The goose killers 

  

  

 

 

 

 



OTHER METHODS OF NON-LETHAL CONTROL. 

FENCING 

It should be pointed out that the majority of fencing placed around certain pools including 

Dartmouth Park and Victoria Park Tipton was initiated due to a water safety audit by ROSPA as 

detailed in SMBC reference “Report to the Cabinet Member for Culture and Leisure  26th October, 

2006  Sandwell’s Outdoor Water Safety Policy (Cabinet Forward Plan Ref No: CL031).” (41) 

 This was in the main due to a fatality of a young child in Victoria Park- who drowned as a direct 

result of poor parental supervision. Though the council faced calls for action to do “something”- at 

this time this had nothing to do with deterring Canada geese from grazing on the grass. Therefore 

Sandwell council are totally disingenuous if they are trying to suggest that this fencing was put in 

place for this purpose, because it clearly was not.  

A letter from Councillor Maria Crompton outlining the fencing off of the top duck pond at Dartmouth 

Park dated 16th October 2013 is very revealing, in that the fencing actually took place AFTER the cull 

of birds in 2013! (42) 

Bizarrely Maria Crompton makes the statement “ the erection of the fencing did disrupt the bird 

movement initially, evidence suggests the swans, geese and ducks are adjusting to the physical 

changes and there has been no detrimental impact to their wellbeing.”! 

She also makes the statement “The restoration of Dartmouth Park includes placing back some of 

the Historical features and there is clear evidence fencing was placed around this top pool 

previously.” 

The councilor therefore confirms the absence of fencing around this top pool and certainly the 

bottom larger pool BEFORE the cull took place in 2013. I took pictures of the fence as it was being 

erected and opposed the erection given that birds were being trapped between the two pools 

making them vulnerable to dog attack. This is still happening, and I have had to intervene on dozens 

of occasions since to move territorial swans between the two pools.  

https://cmis.sandwell.gov.uk/Cmis5/Document.ashx?czJKcaeAi5tUFL1DTL2UE4zNRBcoShgo=Wwq8RySrKhmjNV0G4ub%2FcdGp8YFvZy7xN%2BA1rrzCsK%2BM31L%2BE8w1IA%3D%3D&rUzwRPf%2BZ3zd4E7Ikn8Lyw%3D%3D=pwRE6AGJFLDNlh225F5QMaQWCtPHwdhUfCZ%2FLUQzgA2uL5jNRG4jdQ%3D%3D&mCTIbCubSFfXsDGW9IXnlg%3D%3D=hFflUdN3100%3D&kCx1AnS9%2FpWZQ40DXFvdEw%3D%3D=hFflUdN3100%3D&uJovDxwdjMPoYv%2BAJvYtyA%3D%3D=ctNJFf55vVA%3D&FgPlIEJYlotS%2BYGoBi5olA%3D%3D=NHdURQburHA%3D&d9Qjj0ag1Pd993jsyOJqFvmyB7X0CSQK=ctNJFf55vVA%3D&WGewmoAfeNR9xqBux0r1Q8Za60lavYmz=ctNJFf55vVA%3D&WGewmoAfeNQ16B2MHuCpMRKZMwaG1PaO=ctNJFf55vVA%3D
http://www.saveoursandwellcanadageese.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/scan0017.jpg


 

 



 

 

It can therefore be concluded that Sandwell council have NOT tried this method of bird exclusion 

which can be clearly demonstrated by their earlier own statements which prejudice their later 

claims. This method can trap birds and cause them considerable problems. 



2.2.3 *That the birds pose a human health risk because of their numbers and also unspecified 

vectors of disease which may be a human health risk. 

It should be remembered that Sandwell council like anyone else MUST abide by the parameters of 
Natural England’s general licences. This means that when challenged on the misuse of a licence, 
the council need to justify their use of it- in this case proving that the birds in the two parks 
were/are causing a risk to human health. 
 A Natural England GENERAL LICENCE only requires the culler to abide by the conditions within that 
type of licence. Misusing or exceeding these parametres may lead to prosecution. 
A BASC FACTSHEET ( a pro-bloodsport organisation who profit from killing animals and birds)  WHICH 
SANDWELL COUNCIL HAVE CITED STATES-  
 
“It is important to remember that these licences have clearly-defined terms and conditions. Anybody 
carrying out control of Canada geese under them may need to prove, if questioned by authorities, 
that they are fully in compliance with the terms and conditions. If they cannot do so they may be 
liable to prosecution.” (43) 
 
YOU CANNOT THEREFORE USE MULTIPLE LICENCES, ONLY 1 
 Anouk wendling  (smbc) in an FOI request dated October 30th 2014 appears to clearly state that 
smbc were using 
“LICENCE (General) To kill or take certain birds to preserve public health or public safety”      (25) 
Arguments concerning “nuisance” and “damage to flora and fauna”, sports pitches etc, are therefore 
totally irrelevant to this general licence. 
 John Satchwell’s original report contains 

 No evidence of danger to public health and public safety  from geese or their faeces set 

against risks from other potential sources. At the scrutiny meeting when questioned on this 

point he replied that no laboratory testing of goose faeces on the two parks had taken 

place. Even if it had and it confirmed the presence of pathogens, the risk associated with 

such faeces would be considered very low by health authorities. (15) 

 No measurement or evidence presented of the severity of risk to the public or “Screening 

for potential human pathogens in faecal material deposited by resident Canada geese on 

areas of public utility” within its own six towns. 

  No human health risk assessment  

 No identification of what bacteria is present in the unlikely event that faeces may be 

“inadvertently swallowed.”  

 No laboratory evidence of any pathogen isolated from goose faces in the two cull zone 

parks which are claimed to be a risk to human health 

 

 RISKS APPEAR IMAGINED RATHER THAN PROVEN 
THERE IS NOT ONE SINGLE PIECE OF DIRECT EVIDENCE IN ANY STUDY TO CONFIRM TRANSMISSION 
OF POTENTIAL CITED PATHOGENS CARRIED IN EVERY ANIMAL, INCLUDING MAN,THAT CAN BE 
TRACED BACK TO BEING CAUSED BY CANADA GEESE OR THEIR FAECES.  
 
Public health England link  
 “….outbreaks of cryptospirosis  to drinking or swimming in contaminated water and contact with 
infected lambs and calves during open visits to farms. “ (44) 

1. THEY DO NOT MENTION CANADA GEESE, as likely sources. 

http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20140605090108/http:/www.naturalengland.org.uk/Images/canadageese_tcm6-4547.pdf
https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/228674/response/578710/attach/6/GENERAL%20LIC%20PUBLIC%20HEATH.PDF
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GrxCl8BgO58
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/cryptosporidiosis-guidance-data-and-analysis


2. THEY DO NOT IDENTIFY CANADA GEESE AS EVER HAVING CAUSED SUCH OUTBREAKS IN 

FORMAL PARKS 

Another 2004 citable study Found  
 “the results… indicate that Canada geese might only serve as an accidental carrier of 
cryptosporidia infections to humans and probably play a minor role in the animal to human 
transmission cycle of the pathogens.” (45) 
 
According to patient.co.uk there were 3000 cases of Cryptospiridium in England and Wales in 
2011, down from 4000 in 2010. How many of those were within Sandwell, and furthermore how 
many of those cases were directly connected from Canada goose infection? (46) 
 
 
Furthermore doctor Timothy Ford formerly Microbiology Dept. of Environmental Health - Harvard 
School of Public Health states 
"Numbers of Cryptosporidium oocysts associated with Canada geese and waterfowl in general are 
likely to be minimal, unimportant, relative to the potential for oocysts shed from other forms of 
wildlife and humans. In my mind, there is no possibility that the Canada goose will ever be a major 
route of infection. To suggest otherwise is utterly ludicrous, and you can quote me."  (47) 
 
Ecoli is an ubiquitous pathogen found in the gut of warm blooded animals including man. Most 
strains pose no risk to human health.  (48)   Ecoli 0157 is a strain that has been reported in the West 
Midlands region in association with free roaming cattle at Sutton Park in 2012. (49) 
SMBC cite a study by Moriaty et al concerning Canada geese. The same New Zealand author has also 
published a related study 
“Survival of Escherichia coli, Enterococci, and Campylobacter   (SPECIES) in Sheep Feces on Pastures” 
(50) 
 
 Sheep and cows of course graze within Sandwell Valley, where large numbers of people gather and 
pass through. The study found concentrations of E. coli, enterococci, and Campylobacter  (species)  
appear to be higher in sheep faeces than in cow pats, but both may contain all the pathogens cited 
as being harmful to human health that the council cannot show any evidence of being present in 
Sandwell’s geese. What do Sandwell council make of this? 
 
 
 

 
 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC444829/
http://www.saveoursandwellcanadageese.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/crypt-statistics.png
http://www.une.edu/news/2011/timothy-ford-quoted-mcclatchy-tribune-news-service-story-usda-program-exterminates-geese
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/escherichia-coli-e-coli-guidance-data-and-analysis
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-birmingham-19652877
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3067260/


A study entitled Survival of Indicator and Pathogenic Bacteria in Bovine Feces on Pasture  
Lester W. Sinton,* Robin R. Braithwaite, Carollyn H. Hall, and Margaret L. Mackenzie 

“Counts of E. coli, fecal streptococci, enterococci, and possibly S. enterica  (SALMINELLA ENTERICA) 
in fresh cow pats are likely to underestimate loads on pasture for 1 to 3 weeks after deposition. 
Increases of up to 1.5 orders of magnitude may occur depending on the season and as long as the 
pat water content remains above 80%.”  (51) 

In short the risk of pathogens from farm animals are higher than from Canada geese, yet Sandwell 
council appear to hypocritically encourage the animal to human contact with farm animals at its 
farms, according to its own facebook page allowing children to handle new born lambs.               

You can see the child’s mouth right next to the lamb  

.  
 
 
 Animal aid’s “Is factory farming making you sick” should be read for context of the very low risk 
that Canada geese cause in Sandwell’s parks in terms of disease risk to the public from what some 
people might eat on their plate.  (52) 
I would like to add that I have been rescuing such wild birds for over 17 years, with others much 
longer. I have been covered in their blood and have ” inadvertently swallowed” some of their faeces. 
It has never caused me any ill health, and so long as hygiene precautions are followed, it is very 
unlikely to do so.  
A former MAFF veterinary pathologist that I know compares the risk posed by Canada geese to 
human health as “like winning the lottery.”  THE CHANCES OF DANGER ARE LOW. 
 
 

http://www.st-va.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2168137/
http://www.saveoursandwellcanadageese.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/disease.pdf
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2168137/#fn1
http://www.saveoursandwellcanadageese.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/1521942_871530276233235_6634840081753580539_n.jpg


Slippages 
 
 The Pictures  presented by the Director of Neighbourhoods in the council’s case to the scrutiny 
meeting apparently soiled by masses of goose excrement actually show a variety of white seagull 
excreta mixed with excreta from ducks and several other species, left over a period of several weeks. 
(53) These photo opportunistic shots merely show a council which cannot be that concerned about 
the severity of a risk given the length of time that it had been left there. Why are the road sweepers 
only employed in the park footpath areas for when there is a community Funday on in the parks? No 
boating or swimming takes place at the two parks. Public health and safety regarding water quality 
are not relevant. What measureable evidence that goose droppings have been responsible for 
lowered oxygen levels alone can be presented by SMBC in any case?  

Over the course of 2015 it became visibly noticeable that groundcare around the two park lakes 

were not taking place. Faeces of many birds were noticeable. This is not a concern to myself or many 

others who are aware of the low risk associated, yet we see that it may be of concern to others who 

may also make complaints to the council. We believe that SMBC’s deliberate none intervention was 

calculated to produce such complaints, especially considered when in tandem with an increase in 

visitors during the summer months, park events and their recent questionnaire, where they 

specifically draw attention to “problems” associated with Canada geese and they mention faeces.  

The council may try to deny this but it has been documented by us. The sudden appearance of the 

street sweepers around the park just underlines the belated cynical attempt to appease people’s 

unjustified health “risk” concerns- many months after this same council were quite happy to leave 

the faeces there for people to come into contact with. PERHAPS THEY EVEN WANTED TO 

ENCOURAGE ACCIDENTS, OR RATHER THIS WAS THE AIM OF WHOEVER CONTROLS GROUNDCARE AT 

THESE TWO SITES? 

 On that point we would like to point 

out that in minutes from a park friends 

group meeting in April 2013, it was 

noted that John Satchwell had at this 

point, (in the same month that he 

wrote the briefing cull paper) assumed 

control of groundcare services.  

 

 

https://cmis.sandwell.gov.uk/Cmis5/Document.ashx?czJKcaeAi5tUFL1DTL2UE4zNRBcoShgo=F%2b0u0HIN%2bAtTaOppbb%2bVXDrqHrt8dvqJm%2bSCz3YsFor2Ykji7ddcwg%3d%3d&rUzwRPf%2bZ3zd4E7Ikn8Lyw%3d%3d=pwRE6AGJFLDNlh225F5QMaQWCtPHwdhUfCZ%2fLUQzgA2uL5jNRG4jdQ%3d%3d&mCTIbCubSFfXsDGW9IXnlg%3d%3d=hFflUdN3100%3d&kCx1AnS9%2fpWZQ40DXFvdEw%3d%3d=hFflUdN3100%3d&uJovDxwdjMPoYv%2bAJvYtyA%3d%3d=ctNJFf55vVA%3d&FgPlIEJYlotS%2bYGoBi5olA%3d%3d=NHdURQburHA%3d&d9Qjj0ag1Pd993jsyOJqFvmyB7X0CSQK=ctNJFf55vVA%3d&WGewmoAfeNR9xqBux0r1Q8Za60lavYmz=ctNJFf55vVA%3d&WGewmoAfeNQ16B2MHuCpMRKZMwaG1PaO=ctNJFf55vVA%3d


 

 

3.0 Sandwell Council’s recent questionnaire- a critique 

We set out below what we believe to be a biased and ambiguous set of questions, for which in the 
accompanying letter with which it was presented, does not really explain what purpose the results 
will serve. (54) 
We believe strongly that evidence and data of a scientific nature are the only measures by which 
local authorities and councillors should determine the actions of their officers. It is clear that 
certain officers have expressed bias against the geese previously by failing to present a balanced 
and reasoned efficacy of data sets. Where these are available we have set them out in this report 
to demonstrate that information presented as “factual” by the council can in fact be refuted. 
 

3.1 

 
 
The questionnaire is opened with this closed question. There is no definition of the word 
“problem”, but automatically the idea is put in the respondents mind, whereas they may not have 
even considered Canada geese any differently to any other bird/animal in the two parks.   
 
3.2 
 

 
 
Another yes/no question, but this time the council want elaboration from people who consider 
the geese cause them a disability in using the park. This information can of course be misused to 
suggest that the geese are causing a greater issue than they actually are with members of the 

http://www.saveoursandwellcanadageese.org.uk/?p=761


public. It should be asked why do Sandwell council want to know more if people answer yes to this 
question, whereas if they answer no, then the council is not interested. It is difficult for the council 
to ignore this criticism of the questionnaire, which has been pointed out by many people who 
have seen it. No open questionnaire would frame a question such as this, which suggests motive 
on the part of its author/s.  
Our fear is that statements will no doubt be amplified by the pro cull council, whereas anyone 
who replies “NO” gets to make no other statement. Any legitimate independent surveying 
organization would reject this question as one seeking confirmation bias.  
The ability of people to use the park is largely in Sandwell council’s own hands- be it by pedestrian 
access/and or street cleansing/ground care. A discussion of observations that we have made over 
the last year and over several years of visiting the two parks is given below.  
The facilities on offer in the two parks have been provided by the council, with some being sited 
directly near to the existing lakes- where geese and other birds have resided since the parks initial 
creation. They have therefore been planned and added. Perhaps the creation of such facilities in 
these areas should be discussed. Why should a football pitch be sited within metres of a park 
lake? It is quite apparent that the football organisers require a net to retrieve balls from the lake 
in Victoria Park Tipton on several occasions during each game. But does the pool itself “affect this 
user’s ability to use Victoria Park? 
With the statement already made in this biased questionnaire, it is quite apparent that geese will 
be blamed by this group for soiling a football pitch, located where the geese graze. It is apparent 
that this grass is closely mowed several times within quick succession, thus providing exactly the 
habitat that the geese prefer- also allowing for open field of view. 
On the other hand, at Sheepwash nature reserve, just less than 800 meters away, the site 
management is poor, with overgrown paths, poor sight vision, and little grazing opportunity. 
This issue was raised at the scrutiny meeting in February 2015. John Satchwell appeared to agree 
that the site management of the nature reserves had not been as thorough as it should.  (15)  
I believe therefore that when framing this question in such a way, land managers should accept 
great responsibility in creating a situation where the geese prefer the mowed areas within the 
formal parks, yet reject the nature reserve sites- purely because of the way in which the council 
manages one and ignores the other. 
A football pitch does not have to be located next to an area in which all who use it know that the 
birds have used it for years. Why do the council choose to locate a facility in this area, when it has 
the ability to relocate it to a venue on the park where the geese do not graze? Why can’t this area 
be fenced off to prevent the geese from grazing? Chemical repellents are available to reduce birds 
grazing – why have Sandwell council not used these to reduce conflicts between wildlife/sports 
use? 
 
3.3 

 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GrxCl8BgO58


Out of all the questions, this is without doubt the most ludicrous and appears to confirm the 

amateurish designer’s lack of knowledge regards geese, their behaviour and different times of 

year when different numbers of geese will be present in parks.  

The question is loaded in that it assumes that a number of geese should be identified above the 

number of any other wildfowl present at the site, yet if someone had answered “no” to both the 

first two questions, they are then met with this third one which they have little choice but to 

conform to the council’s biased idea that goose numbers must be controlled. The lack of 

knowledge suggests that this will achieve a consensus number which people want and then justify 

any numbers above this to carry out a future cull.  

Such nonsense would clearly NOT comply with any licence for culling by Natural England. Public 

popularity is not an issue which they consider reasonable, and the council if acting on this would 

be acting unlawfully. The 10 number incremental gradation is also laughable, given that birds may 

well be present on islands, in the water, on the grass and none of them actually causing the public 

any harm whatsoever. THIS IS NOT A VALID REASON FOR CULLING. 

Counting geese is not causing people real harm and the council have still to justify a correlation 

between a single goose causing human health related issues let alone several more. SEE EVIDENCE 

BASE PREVIOUSLY. 
 
 
 
3.4 

 

The council now resort to repeating and attempting to coerce people into ticking a box which they 

have pre identified as being “a problem” about the geese. Most of these are based on statements 

made in John Satchwell’s original report, but it is an attempt to merely justify the lies by inciting 



public opinion to back them. Anyone who answered “NO” to the first question is left baffled by 

this one, yet there is no box provided to state that the respondent considers that the geese cause 

no problems and the council have got it wrong. The council have not proven that any of the 

“problems” that they identify actually exist with any scientific evidence.  

The associations are Sandwell council’s own- and here they are just promoting the prejudiced lie. 

Here we refute their claims about 

3.4.1 GOOSE EXCREMENT. 

 

NOT GUILTY! 

 There is an old saying “Where there’s muck there’s money.” This is certainly true for farmed 

animals, but wildlife it seems can be punished for defecating on grass, whereas subsidy can be 

applied for by the farmer or landowner to spoil grass by planting their own animals on a bit of green 

space. Sandwell council allege that “a large flock defecating every few minutes can deposit a great 

deal of excreta.”    

http://www.saveoursandwellcanadageese.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/S1170003.jpg


 

I suppose they’ll blame them for spreading TB next! 

At the Sandwell valley, Sandwell council receive money from Natural England. An email that I 

received from them in 2012 via Matt Darby , Senior Countryside Ranger  confirms 

“Since 2002, a number of areas of the Country Park have been under a government scheme called 

Countryside Stewardship, administered by Natural England. In 2010 we were advised by Natural 

England to enter into new scheme called Higher Level Stewardship, which also rewards land owners 

for managing land in an environmentally sympathetic way. 

Natural England were very pleased with the success of the Countryside Stewardship Scheme, 

particularly with the restoration of a number of wildflower meadows and hedgerows, and could see 

that we had the capability to manage a larger area under the new Higher Level Stewardship scheme. 

As you may be aware, we operate two farms within which is a pedigree herd of Jersey cows and a 

smaller herd of Herefords, the latter enabling us to be a registered member of the Rare Breeds 

Survival Trust. The high standard of herd management means that we are able to sell our milk 

commercially as well as selling-on beef cattle to market. 

We receive further recognition of the high standard of land management, through the Single 

Farm Payment Scheme, administered by the Rural Payments Agency. This states that in 

addition to good land management, we have to adhere to certain standards of animal health and 

welfare. Both Higher Level Stewardship and the Single Farm Payment scheme are available to 

farmers and for many, make an important contribution to their commercial success.” 

http://www.saveoursandwellcanadageese.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/S1060010.jpg


All animals that eat grass are likely to defecate on the grass if they spend the majority of their lives 

eating the stuff. It is only human perception that somehow categorizes and quantifies different types 

of excrement in an ordered form, which is a rather anal thing to do in itself. Some people are clearly 

phobic of excrement. It is this “coprophobia” , an irrational human fear of dung that makes some 

people despise Canada geese, though the thought process as to why this bird is any different to 

ducks, swans, dogs, horses, snakes or anything else that may chance on the grass on which they 

walk, is less easily explained by them- as we said, it is their own personal irrational fear to overcome 

themselves. They should not use taxpayer’s money to remove the fear that they hold, but remove 

their fear of the thing that they fear. 

 

Ducks as well as geese on the cricket pitches at Victoria park Tipton 

 

We recognise that sports fields are used for this purpose, but in the planning design of these parks, 

why were they designed open plan to be next to man- made lakes which would attract birds? What 

did the designers expect to happen, and why should the birds have to be removed permanently as a 

result of someone’s transient seasonal hobby? We have seen the introduction in Sandwell of the dog 

control orders, part of which forbid people from allowing their dogs to run free on sports pitches- 

but this controversial rule appears to be widely flouted, and little enforced. When it is enforced it is 

probably as a result of trying to introduce income fines for the council, rather than having any 

specific health and safety implications. 

http://common-phobias.com/Copro/phobia.htm
http://www.saveoursandwellcanadageese.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/S1120002.jpg


 

But only geese appear to be being singled out for grazing and defecating on the grass. Fowl isn’t it? 

WHAT’S THE RISK? 

The answer to this question should come from Sandwell council itself. How many people who 

complain about the mess of geese can prove with direct evidence that it has led them to an illness or 

disease as a result of coming into direct contact with it? As evidenced previously the council has not 

done any work to demonstrate a link. Canada geese mess has no odour whatsoever- because it is 

mainly recycled grass.  

If they excrete other foodstuffs that they are fed, this too is biodegradable. Leaving large quantities 

of bread, especially as a means of dumping trade waste is something that we would discourage just 

as much as Sandwell council- but this is a human issue and not one that the geese should be 

punished for and ultimately killed for.  

 

Notice put up by Sandwell council with the goose crossed out. Why are they crossing this out and 
not the stuff that is fed to the geese? 

 



 

 

3.4.2 “Aggressive behaviour” 

All wild animals and birds are to some extent “aggressive”- but this is a purely human subjective 

emotion that can only be calibrated by human perception, which very often can be misinterpreted. 

Geese like other birds on Sandwell’s parks live their lives under constant fear of predation. No 

human unless hunted can appreciate this condition, or what it would take to reduce the chances of 

being predated. “Whatever it takes” is probably a motto that wildlife has to live by. 

Human perception of bird behaviour is drawn from Canada geese interaction with 

 other geese, 

 other species 

 and with humans. 

Of the first form of interaction, geese flock in family groups, and can be territorial which means that 

if one flock fly into another’s territory the two chief ganders will probably fight. This may not last 

very long but the rest of the flock will honk and hiss loudly like a baying crowd at a boxing match or 

football game. The loser will often fly off with their tail between their legs and be pursued by the 

victor into the water. THIS IS NATURAL BEHAVIOUR, AND NOT ALL THAT DIFFERENT TO INSTANCES 

OF ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR BY HUMANS IN PUBS OR TOWN CENTRES, OR EVEN OUTSIDE THE 

SCHOOL GATES. Some people may come across such a fight in progress, but it really has nothing to 

do with them, and they should not try to interfere or get in the way, just as they would not get in the 

way if it were two people fighting in the street. 

The geese are also prone when grazing to nipping the nearest goose to them usually on the backside 

tail feathers which often produces a clump of feathers appearing in the mouth or on the ground. 

This behaviour is simply a means by which the geese are communicating with one another by staying 

in touch with the flock, usually for group survival. It also gradually moves the flock over a circular 

area, meaning that they can feed by moving in a formation whereby they maintain awareness of 

predators and the water escape route, should a dog or fox appear suddenly. 

Canada geese will also be quite loud when coming across another pair, in the same territorial 

manner as in a flock. The ganders will thrust their neck and heads to the ground and downward 

charge at the rival, where a fight may then ensue by flapping of the wings and locking beaks on the 

rivals neck. Again this is no different to mixed martial arts fighting or boxing. IN SHORT CANADA 



GOOSE “AGGRESSION” IS LITTLE DIFFERENT FROM HUMAN BEHAVIOUR WHEN YOU CAN SEE IT FOR 

WHAT IT IS. 

Canada geese do not bully other species smaller than themselves in the same way that mute swans 

do. People should also look at the behaviour of coots and moorhens who fight menacingly it seems 

at the slightest opportunity, but no-one appears to be singling out those birds for slaughter. Fights 

between mute swans can be far more deadly than fights between geese. In addition a pair of swans 

will be unlikely to accept another pair into their territory without there being a major fight between 

the two cobs. 

 

A goose getting it in the neck from a swan on Victoria Park Tipton- but Sandwell council claim that 
the geese are having a negative effect on “native” species. 

Whereas geese are likely to stay together in family groups after fledging throughout the year, swans 

will chase off their young by April of the following year from the nesting site. This “aggressive 

behaviour” is deemed by those in the nature conservation industry as “natural behaviour”, and this 

group of people are the very last to offer any form of help for a bird being attacked, or one which 

ends up being injured by a dog or human hands. “Nature” it seems is a strangely veiled word for the 

“conservationist”. 

 
 The female of the species is more deadlier than the male! A female swan attacks her 

daughter from the previous year. She presents as a potential threat to her territory. 

 

http://www.saveoursandwellcanadageese.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/S1160012.jpg
http://www.saveoursandwellcanadageese.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/H3010003.jpg


Human interaction with Canada geese usually occurs when they are feeding birds in the area where 

the geese are congregating. In terms of tameness, geese will sometimes approach a person that it 

sees with bread, in the same way that a cat, dog or horse would approach a person bearing gifts of 

sustenance. It may be the case that the goose misinterprets a person with food as meaning that the 

food is for it- but is this the fault of the goose? Many geese will feed out of the hand without biting 

anyone or leaving any form of injury at all. 

The most often cited falsity is the Canada gooses alleged “aggression” towards children. Let me as an 

observer take you through what happens time and time again if you watch what happens as an 

unbiased observer closely. 

 Child has a bag of bread (often dry mould) put in hand by parent who is too busy talking on their 

mobile phone to be interested. 

 Child with or without bread runs towards a group of geese causing them to panic as they would 

if a predator with an unusual “attack” approaches them. 

 Child does not really know why it is chasing an animal or bird- an inbuilt hunting form of 

“aggression”? 

 Child stops before hitting bird and bird flies up in the air near to the child’s neck line 

 Over protective mother then sees the flapping wings and has not took any notice of her child’s 

“aggressive” behaviour but notes that the goose is showing “aggressive” behaviour by flapping 

its wings and “threatening” her child. 

 Parent makes complaint that their child is afraid of the “aggressive” bird, which in reality the 

child is not, it is they that are afraid of their child being harmed by irrational fear for fears sake. 

They would consider themselves in the subconscious to be bad mothers if they did not exercise 

this irrational fear as an outburst from time to time-usually to an authority figure or entity. 

 Child is then reprimanded to draw back because of this “dangerous aggressive bird”- thus 

forming a false impression which could last their whole lifetime and a fear of this bird is created 

by parental over protective idiosyncrasy. 

 IF THE PARENT CARED, THEY WOULD EXPLAIN THE BIRDS BEHAVIOUR AND NOT LET THEIR 

CHILDREN RUN AT THE BIRD AS THOUGH THEY WERE GOING TO KILL OR ATTACK IT. CONTROL 

YOUR CHILDREN PROPERLY IS WHAT WE ARE SAYING HERE, AND DO NOT BLAME THE BIRDS 

REACTION FOR YOUR OWN SELFISH GENES AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOUR. 

 DEFENDING THEIR CHILDREN. 

I once heard a parent explain to their young daughter about how birds were behaving when hissing 

with a group of goslings. “not too close…….” “Why are they hissing daddy?” 



“It’s because they’re protecting them, like I’d protect you.” 

This is a responsible and good parent explaining the goose behaviour in a way that the child would 

understand, and meaning that she could appreciate the wildlife whilst at the same time 

understanding it as well. If only all parents behaved in a similar way when their children approach a 

group of parenting geese, then perhaps some of the misconstrued “aggression” could be removed. 

Geese often organise their goslings after a couple of weeks into creches, as humans do with schools 

and nurseries. This offers increased protection from a group of adults taking turns to watch over 

them. But this grouping can lead people to misinterpret protection for “aggression”, as well as there 

being “too many” geese. 

 

better protected together 

How would they react if a gang of knife wielding masked men approached their children in the 

school playground? Would they not defend them? Do they realise that they when seeing a single 

man approach, call their child to come closer to them and that this is an example of their misplaced 

paranoia perception that in some way a male “stranger” is going to abduct their child unless the 

hand is held tight? How many single men have witnessed this first hand, or even felt ostracised by 

this unspoken allegation with action and without credibility?  

 

When protecting their young or nests, geese will usually lower their necks and heads to the ground. 

http://www.saveoursandwellcanadageese.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/2011_1104rhodia0060.jpg


Sandwell council have lazily stated that the geese are “too aggressive” , and offer no direct evidence 

of this other than just a trite lazy phrase that they try to justify with complaints made to them by 

faceless parents, who probably do not exist. They could not under scrutiny offer any evidence of 

geese harming people on Sandwell’s local parks and open spaces. 

Ornithophobia, the fear of birds is something that can be passed on to children by the parent. 

Perhaps Sandwell council should ascertain the mental integrity of the parent making the complaint 

before just accepting a complaint. Perhaps one of the reasons why its children’s services department 

was so disgracefully failing was the inability to ask relevant questions or apply scrutiny. 

Parental paranoia and protection of their selfish gene is what lies behind the majority of false claims 

against the goose. 

3.4.3 Large populations 

Too many? 

 

One of the main arguments put forward by the culling brigade is that there are “too many” geese. 

This is a very lazy viewpoint, as it infers that they have in some way carried out some research into 

long term monitoring of bird movements, and that they also understand the complexity of those 

movements by time of year or even day and that the population of one species is transient and not 

static throughout. 

Of course the likes of Sandwell council park officers from the comfort of their cosy offices have not 

carried out any monitoring at all over many sites, nor do they have anything other than a guess as to 

what a population of one species is at any given time. A round figure of 1000 geese was given as 

stated previously, but we strongly dispute this number are present in Sandwell, and that it was used 

http://www.wikihow.com/Overcome-Fear-of-Birds


as an over exaggeration to make it look like they had some argument of justification. Even if the 

population were 1000 and they had actually been able to count this number, who decides what 

number is justified in being able to live and what number should have to die, purely from a human 

subjective perspective? 

It is true that Canada geese may lay a clutch of 6 eggs or more, but it is not the case that every pair 

of geese lay eggs, or that every goose has a partner. It is the case that many geese will return to the 

same laying site, usually near to where they themselves hatched.  Once finding a nesting site, the 

nest and eggs are subject to predation and all the risks associated with eggs being taken by human 

hands. Very often nest sites are very sparse and poorly chosen with some eggs rolling off and being 

discarded. An incubation period of  24-28  days is normal. 

Many local authorities including Sandwell profess to pricking or oiling eggs to prevent them from 

hatching. Whereas this may limit the number that may hatch, it is pointless in the sense that if they 

prick all of the eggs then the geese will either move on to a moulting site, such as the two parks in 

question, or relay later on. Sandwell council in pricking eggs may well have initiated a movement 

that it could not see for lack of sense. We are certain that the claims of Sandwell council regards egg 

pricking over a number of years are false. 

Surviving goslings are then prone to a vast array of predators, of which the worst are man and his 

dog. This is contrary to the lies put forward by Natural England and the culling/pest control industry 

who know full well about predation by foxes, magpies, crows, herons and even a different 

threat from mute swans who may drown goslings in the water. The cull lobby in their lack of truth, 

are also secretive of their cull of native wildlife of some of the aforementioned, meaning that their 

meddling in nature, often results in predators being removed from the natural environment. The 

removal of “non-native” species like the Canada goose also prevents a source of potential food for 

these “native” species. They appear to be incapable of reasoning on such an issue, such is their 

desire to play God with Nature, that does not need their intervention at all to exist. 

 Killing one species to “save” another is a ridiculous concept, yet it happens with squirrels of 

different colour fur types, and there are individuals who try to argue with me that somehow swans 

will do better if there are less geese on a pool. This is pure nonsense. Swans will fair well on well 

managed pools, with no angling litter, with no night fishing, with barbless hooks only used, where 

dogs are kept under proper control and out of the water where they do not belong etc etc. They will 

also do better where there is a source of natural food. The formal parks in Sandwell offer very little 

in the way of natural food for birds, but this also becomes a point on which they blame the geese for 

removing, when in truth there was nothing there to start with. But it helps to draw attention to “a 

non- native species” to cover up poor human management that has been going on for years. 



 

A ring pull on a cygnet 

“Geese have no natural predators”. RUBBISH The young of Canada geese, if they survive human egg 

pricking as previously described, do not fair very well on many parks and lakes. They are quickly 

picked off by crows and magpies who will swoop as predators in a natural way. Herons are 

increasingly taking young goslings, and the rise of large heronries such as those in the Sandwell 

Valley allow this to happen. This habitat is managed for the survival of this species, and is known as 

“the heron trail.” Foxes are the next obvious natural predator. It is also very common to see adult 

cobs drowning goslings. 

 

grey heron 

 

Mr and Mrs Fox 
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There are also, as mentioned previously, dogs not kept under control, as well as animals such as 

otters that have enjoyed conservation schemes to enable the return of this persecuted native 

species. These are the “sexy” animals to people in the wildlife trusts, whose jobs depend on 

“educating” people into their way of thinking, but are they really qualified to comment on what has 

been taking place for thousands of years without their interventions? Should a university degree 

offer them any more intelligent observation than those who spend their lives studying nature, in the 

field and not through the bigoted world of the conservationist’s text book? 

The end result of removing Canada geese goslings is that the predators mentioned above will no 

longer have this food source available to them. They will simply look for protein elsewhere on the 

wildlife menu, such as other “native” animals and birds- or even “ornamental ducks”, which bizarrely 

Sandwell council appear to want to introduce onto their formal parks.  Ultimately this threatens the 

survival of them all, including cygnets who will be chosen by herons and foxes instead of goslings. So 

what is the point of removing Canada geese from the wild conservationists? You are just obsessed 

with your own personal God complex and practice goose abortion to sooth your anal retentiveness 

for all things which you consider to be “non-native”. 

“Culling the adult population at a site may simply allow non-breeding adults from nearby waters to 

move in to vacated breeding territories.”   

“ Technical Information Note TIN009 The management of problems caused by Canada geese: a 

guide to best practice”, 

 



3.4.4 The effect on nature conservation 

The effect on Nature conservation- on these two formal parks, which are not designed for nature 
conservation is a very weak argument being put forward by the council here. Is the council 
attempting to suggest that it manages these parks for “nature conservation”- to which one could 
certainly argue that it is not. The quality of habitat on  both lakes – known as “boating lakes” 
should suggest what the use of these areas were designed for- human activity. Any such return of 
these activity on these sites would be opposed by us and it would be impossible for the council to 
suggest that they were trying to promote nature conservation at such sites with people rowing 
boats around the barren islands. This activity would scare most wildfowl from the lake, and be 
indiscriminant of species.  
Those who claim that geese have caused other species to abandon nests and caused problems to 
“native” species do so in ignorance without any proof. WHERE IS THEIR EVIDENCE? 
AT the scrutiny meeting this point was asked with John Satchwell stating “It is clearly evident.” 
WELL WHERE IS THIS CLEAR EVIDENCE, AS THE COUNCIL FAILED TO PROVIDE IT IN ANY OF THE 
SUPPORTING STATEMENTS AT THE SCRUTINY MEETING?  
Moreover Natural England’s  “ Technical Information Note TIN009 The management of problems 
caused by Canada geese: a guide to best practice”, from which John Satchwell et al appear to have 
selectively  plagiarised states 
 
 “Excluding other wildlife. There is little hard evidence that Canada geese cause significant 
problems by competing directly with other wildlife.   
Aggressive confrontations do occur, and there is some evidence of other large waterfowl being 
excluded by, or excluding, Canada geese from a preferred breeding site.   
Such interactions are rare, however, and are thought to have little effect on the overall 
populations of other native waterfowl.”  
 
As part of swanwatch, I have been monitoring local swan poluations since 1997. I can state that I 
have never observed any mute swan excluded by nesting geese, nor have I heard of any such 
instance ever occurring when talking to Wychbold swan rescue and The National Swan 
Convention, who have been active in the welfare/conservation of this species for over 35 years.  
The exact opposite is the case, and on this I have seen clear direct evidence of geese being 
comically chased around islands by aggressive swans. This is one of the reasons why so many 
goose nests on Victoria Park in particular have become abandoned or do not hatch. It is also 
observable that adult swans attack young goslings on sight with clear intent on drowning them. 
The geese themselves do not display any form of physical aggression towards the young of other 
wildfowl. They may of course attempt to defend their young from attack by swans.  
For clarity I publish here figures for breeding swans on the two parks in question from 2005-15. 
The Dartmouth park pair are one of the longest established and most prolific breeding pairs in the 
West Midlands. The numebr of cygnets hatched makes a nonsense of the claims of Sandwell 
Council. What is evident is that fishing related injuries have affected these birds- something which 
Sandwell council have a long established poor record in maganing. 
 



 
 
 
3.4.5 Nuisance behaviour during your visit to the park 
 
This response appears both desperate and bizarre. What is “nuisance behaviour”, and how does 
this relate in any way to Natural England’s general licence regime? The geese along with other 
birds live at the site, or visit it, just like people. What objective measure can be placed on such a 
description as “nuisance”? How does this compare with other factors such as human “nuisance”? 
 
 
3.5 

 

 
This question is ambiguous and could be misleading to respondents. It also provides a Hobson’s 
choice answer. Canada geese may be “managed” , but there is a major difference between 
answering “yes” and then agreeing to killing them off. If stating “No” they should not be managed 
this should not rule out egg pricking, but the results could be skewed to present such a black and 
white answer for the council.  
The theme that the council are trying to promote- ie the goose population is too high prejudices 
the answer before it has been posed. Why should goose numbers be “managed” when the council 
have not proven that other species numbers are in decline, or even if those other species numbers 
may also need “managing”?  
 
 
 
 



3.6 

 
 

 
This now assumes two things for the council which lead to bias. They state that there are “large 
numbers” of geese and tie it to how the council should “manage” them. This further confuses 
people who do not agree with either of these two statements, largely because the council fail to 
provide any recorded evidence to prove the statements. What population can be described as 
“large”? It is also ignorant of the fact that the geese numbers vary by time of year, so are not as 
“large” at different times as others. The options are of cause crucial, yet there is a sinister non 
accidental placing of “Canada geese” written in white on green background immediately opposite 
the “controlled and humane culling” option. 
We have looked at pricking and oiling of eggs already. The options concerning scarers/obstacles 
are extremely unlikely to be implemented by this council given the close proximity of houses, NOT 
LEAST OF THE PARKS MANAGER HIMSELF! 
WE OBVIOUSLY DO NOT AGREE WITH ANY DESCRIPTION OF “HUMANE” CULLING AS BEING 
ANYTHING OTHER THAN A PATHETIC TERM USED TO SOFTEN THE MURDER OF THESE BIRDS. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
3.6.1 Feeding and the public. 
We would like to make it clear that we do not believe that stopping people feeding birds will have 
any impact on goose numbers at either site. This smokescreen is one which the council appear eager 
to implement, yet for reasons which are not correlative to their own created ones of obsession with 
numbers and excreta.  
It is noted that the council previously attempted an aggressive approach to fining people , and a 
single mother made the national press when she was issued with a penalty notice by an over- 
zealous street warden. This clearly provided embarrassing headlines for Sandwell council and the 
fine was withdrawn. 
The council must realise that even if people stopped feeding the birds, IT IS THEY THEMSELVES WHO 
ARE PROVIDING THE NATURAL FOOD FOR THE GEESE BY ALLOWING THEM ACCESS TO FRESHLY 
AND FREQUENTLY MOWED GRASS ON WHICH THEY GRAZE.  
There is little chance that the geese will suddenly decide to leave the two parks if not fed by the 
public, but rather continue to graze on their natural food on the grass, which is exactly what the 
council appear to be frowning on, even though it is they who are “feeding” the birds. 
Why would just this one species leave on account of not being fed, as opposed to other species? 
This approach by the council is naïve and shows poor understanding of why the geese prefer park 
grass habitat.  
We also see this matter as one which the council know they cannot control. It will therefore be 
used as a future culling excuse blaming the public, when it is they who have failed to manage their 
parks effectively.  
WE THEREFORE DO NOT SUPPORT ANY SCHEME TO DETER FEEDING, BECAUSE IT IS IRRELEVANT 
TO THE ISSUE THAT THE COUNCIL CONTINUE TO PROMOTE.  
It is regretted that the council are also keen to break people’s link with nature and the birds 
themselves, which makes them even more of a targeted species that should be regarded as “a 
pest” to be exterminated. Perhaps this is the real intention of SMBC. It is also clear to us that 
attacks on wildfowl are more likely as a result of such action. It would also make our task and 
others of rescuing injured birds more difficult- problems largely as a result of SMBCs poor angling 
management.  
We also ask what measures would be put in place to stop anglers throwing in different or similar 
food stuffs that birds may eat? One cannot penalise someone feeding birds a couple of slices of 
bread, yet allow anglers to throw in a couple of slices of bread to attract fish. I think the council 
leave themselves open to legal challenge on this point if it is their intention to use this issue as a 
fining cash cow. 
Feeding the birds appears to be an activity which engages and unites all sections of the 
community- it therefore in local authority speak encourages “community cohesion”. How ironic 
then that the council would seek to shred such natural/organic and not forced integration 
between local communities, who may not meet otherwise via any other channel except to be 
united in caring about the birds.  
We would like to reiterate that the council have put out misleading information concerning 
“angel-wing” and bread. THERE IS NO SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT THIS STATEMENT AND IT 
HAS BEEN A LONG STANDING INTERNET MYTH PROPAGATED BY CERTAIN PEOPLE LOOKING TO 
MAKE FINANCIAL GAIN FROM SELLING CORN TO THE PUBLIC FOR THEIR OWN PROFIT. WE HAVE 
SET OUT A DISCUSSION OF THIS AT THE FOLLOWING LINK (55) 
 
 
3.6.2 Relocating footpaths 
This is a serious suggestion which should be supported. It is not necessary for people to use every 
path within a park, and equally the areas around Victoria park Tipton’s lake have had picnic benches 
located near to them- WHY? These are very near to people’s homes, though we note, not the park 
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managers. Similarly the children’s play areas, the skateboard parks and football pitches are located 
as far away from his property as possible.  One wonders to how the choice of location of all this 
clutter near to the lake was decided, and any subsequent layout of the park furniture to which the 
geese congregate are in fact the fault of the architects (or officers) for siting it in such a location, 
instead of away from it.  The paths around this lake are poorly maintained, and I was told by a park 
worker that the roadsweeeper could not be put around the lake because it was too narrow. Well this 
is a design fault of the councils if this is the case, because a sweeper could easily be deployed to 
sweep any excrement, for which the council claim to be such an issue. THE PATHS ARE NOT WIDE 
ENOUGH- THAT IS SOMETHING FOR THE COUNCIL TO DEAL WITH BECAUSE IT IS ONCE AGAIN THEY 
WHO HAVE CAUSED THE “PROBLEM”.  
It is noted again that during the period of the consultation, the council made no attempt to clear 
the paths of excreta, to attempt to force their opinions on people again. 
 
3.7 
 

 
 
Another ambiguous statement of yes or no. The policy of the council is still officially egg pricking, 
yet this we know has not been carried out. But in this context “the policy” may refer to their illegal 
misuse of a culling licence taking place in the two parks in 2013/14. So which option are 
respondents supposed to tick, and how do the council interpret this ambiguous badly worded 
question? They also invite a “praise” response for themselves whereas a “no” option In short if a 
greater majority of people tick “no” for questions 1, 2 and 5, their opinions will be given less input 
than those who answer in a different way. THIS IS NOT FAIR AND SHOWS BIAS. We have looked at 
the manner in which “policy” of the council has been confused with “statement of purpose” and 
the mess that the council have made in that endeavour. (56) I was also provided with clear 
misinformation by the parks manager as to what the “policy” referred to in the questionnaire 
actually relate to.  
 
Dissemination and correlation of this questionnaire 
It has been stated that this questionnaire was compiled by Sandwell council officers. This is in 
itself likely to lead to the bias we have outlined above. The correlation of results, presumably by 
those same people just underlines confirmation bias. No serious pole organization or media outlet 
when analyzing this junior school level questionnaire would take it as a serious indicator of public 
opinion, because it is merely a means by which the council has used its resources to indoctrinate 
their views onto people regards Canada geese.  
We are aware that members of the “friends” of groups were seconded to undertake such 
“interviews” of people. We are also aware of one case where a lady with a young child with 
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special needs was asked to complete a questionnaire, but when she replied that she did not 
consider the geese to be a problem, but her daughter remarked that she wasn’t too fond of the 
geese, the interviewer stopped asking the lady questions, and continued the questionnaire with 
the child. If this is the standard that has been followed then we seriously question the results and 
their interpretation. THEY ARE NOT A BASIS ON WHICH TO DETERMINE LIFE AND DEATH OF BIRDS.  
 
 

 
 
The anonymous nature of the questionnaire is by far the most worrying omission, and it is quite 
possible, and highly likely that the interviewees were chosen not by random but by choice, 
possibly those with young children may consider the geese “aggressive”, yet as seen here, when 
this was not the case, the questionnaire could still be skewed to being anti Canada goose. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3.7 The questionnaire results 
 
The council released the results of the consultation on 11/2/16, four days before the meeting of 
the scrutiny committee for Leisure , Culture and the Third Sector. They appear to show that a 
larger number of people do not support culling in Sandwell’s parks, and indeed the 
recommendations by the Cabinet member appears to take this on board.  
 

Outcome of Consultation Exercise Regarding the  Future Management of Canada 

Geese (57) 

 

  We learn here that the individual questionnaires were supposedly carried out by the warden 

service (who come under the control of John Satchwell.) 

 634 individual surveys were completed with 73 organisational returns. It is noted here that the 

author of this report attempts at the outset to suggest that our involvement in returning a 

questionnaire is somehow underhand. Why else mention how many had been returned by 
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organisations who have pointed out the folly of Sandwell’s culling policy and the failures and lies 

of the officer at the heart of instigating the unnecessary cull? 

 The results provide “significant variations“- that favourite word again. 

 “Clearly there are differing views” Oh really? 

 

  “Major findings” can be interpreted in many ways. The main finding that we gather from the 

questionnaire is how biased it was in delivering an opinion and then asking the public to either 

agree or disagree with it. Thus goose excrement was introduced as a response without the 

public having to come up with this themselves in a tick box exercise. If you did not agree with 

geese being a problem, (and they didn’t want to know why),  the subsequent question is largely 

irrelevant, but is promoted to taking into account the view of those who think it is- which is the 

council’s own viewpoint, which is subsequently evidenced in points 2.3-2.8 of this report. How 

this cannot be said to introduce bias is something we very much look forward to learning the 

Local Government Ombudsman’s opinion on. 
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 Statement 2.2 is completely incorrect, and given that the two authors of this report were at that 

meeting, (15) it is worrying that they appear to be attempting to rewrite documented history 

which disproves the statement. On 25th February our petition was considered by the joint 

scrutiny committees, not the appeal of the petition. Following the decision to do nothing about 

the issue of calling an officer in for scrutiny, I did make attempts to appeal this decision, yet this 

was turned down by a council officers interpretation of their appeals process. This is one of the 

complaints which the Local Government Ombudsman is currently investigating, and the council 

are fully aware of this, so why this statement has been made only further damages SMBC’s 

credibility. 

 Of course we welcome the findings that people by and large agree with egg pricking as a first 

line of tackling what Sandwell council see to be a “problem” and non lethal methods of 

management. It is hoped that the council do not resort to culling, but who can really trust their 

officers? 

 There is little point reiterating the rubbish, plagiarised copy and pasted statements of 2.3-2.8. 

We have noted these already 

 Why this material has once again been reused only serves to leave a bad taste in the mouth- 

WHEN THE COUNCIL HAVE UTTERLY FAILED TO PROVIDE ANY OF THEIR OWN DIRECT 

EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT THE STATEMENTS MADE. THIS UNCHALLENGED RUBBISH IS WHY WE 

ARE IN THE POSITION WE ARE NOW. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GrxCl8BgO58
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  Nonsense about previous attempts to control numbers appears to have been dropped, in light 

of damning evidence which confirms that there had not. (37) 

  At this point it is worth taking a look at Maria Crompton’s portfolio and what it entails. 

 

 

 

  These options do not mention culling, which is encouraging given that the majority of people 

completing the questionnaires clearly do not agree with it- even when the council attempt to 

suggest and promote it. 

 We agree with the way forward for most of these recommendations, but note that many of 

them are down to the council’s own actions, and not those of park users who will not alter the 

behaviour of geese in searching for a natural food source (fresh grass), that the council provide 

themselves.  
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 The geese never did exceed excessive numbers, and any numbers that considered “excessive” by 

the council hatched as a result of them failing to implement their own 1997 policy. 

 Bird scaring devices are an unknown quantity which may affect other wildlife which the council 

claim to want to promote- I’m not sure if they still intend reintroducing Muscovey ducks? 

 These are only recommendations, not a final decision. Of course we all know YOU CANNOT 

TRUST SANDWELL COUNCIL, AND I AM AFRAID THAT THIS RECOMMENDATION WILL IN SOME 

WAY BE WATERED DOWN, AMENDDED OR FORGOTTEN WHEN THE HEAT DIES DOWN. 

Canada Geese Management Survey Results for   

Victoria Park, Tipton and Dartmouth Park, West Bromwich    (58) 
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These results are encouraging, and appear to show that the council have got it wrong on this issue 

when the majority of people DO NOT THINK THAT CANADA GEESE ARE “A PROBLEM” IN THE TWO 

PARKS. 

On the basis of this answer alone, the rest of the survey appears to be largely redundant. 

  

 

In all categories, the answer appears to be a majority said “NO” CANADA GEESE DO NOT AFFECT 

PEOPLE’S ABILITY TO USE EITHER PARK. 

http://www.saveoursandwellcanadageese.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/result1a.png
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The results show that the highest number of people support there being 50+ geese in both parks. 

 

 

This result is nonsense! 76% of people  answering the organisational survey for Victoria park and 

37% in Dartmouth park are extremely unlikely to have had concerns relating to Canada geese, ON 

THE BASIS OF THE RESULTS OF THE FIRST THREE QUESTIONS! 

http://www.saveoursandwellcanadageese.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/result3.png
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Given that our organisation added a box stating “no concerns” or similar on the basis that the 

council had not added one, and that they have pointed out that we completed the majority of 

organisational questionnaires, this percentage claim is unsubstantiated. 

We are therefore expected to believe that the results shown as percentages for members of the 

public stopped are also accurate (86%), when once again the first three question results show 

otherwise. 

The council give the top three concerns, but not how many people actually ticked each box. 

Of these we would note 

 Goose excrement- largely in the council’s own control due to grounds maintenance maintaining 

adequate standards. IT WAS NOTED THAT DURING THE QUESTIONNAIRE, NO SWEEPERS WERE 

BEING PUT AROUND EITHER PARK. WE WONDER WHY? 

 “Large populations”- Again in council control regards egg pricking- which they failed to do 

following their 1997 policy. 

 “Aggressive behaviour”- where is the evidence here, as opposed to misconception of 

“aggression”? Hissing is not aggression, it is a defensive response to a threatening stimulus- 

usually from aggressive children. 

  

 

Once again the council’s own view here (as expressed by it’s biased statements made in 2.3-2.8), 

appears to have been defeated. Two thirds of Dartmouth Park public survey respondents do not 
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think so, which again makes the results of the previous question even more difficult to follow. This I 

am afraid is where the design of this questionnaire can be seen to be poor. 

 

Given that the majority of people do not believe that geese should be managed in the previous 

question , this question would appear redundant. Pricking and oiling eggs clearly appears to be the 

favoured option, yet does the previous question result not supersede this, in that they consider 

management via egg pricking unnecessary and appear to have no problem with goose numbers? 
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This is claimed that the council did not ask people the question in the parks. 

On this point it should be noted that John Satchwell sent out a misleading letter supplying a 

statement of purpose mark 2 (not the one mentioned in this report from February 25th) which is 

NOT COUNCIL POLICY. 

 

Given that only 73  of 707 total responses were organisational (634 individual), it cannot be claimed 

that somehow the majority of organisational responses,  supposedly from us, somehow produced a 

set of figures that altered the entire public opinion results on this issue. Perhaps this is what the 

council are trying to create here, but let’s deal in figures rather than percentages. 

So who wins from this exercise, and what will the council do next? Our support will always remain 

with Sandwell’s Canada geese. 
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4.0 Geese targeted by Sandwell council’s actions 
As a rescuer of wildfowl for many years I have noted many different forms of deliberate abuse 
towards wildfowl including swans and geese. On one occasion I was involved as a witness in a 
successful prosecution of one such offender, though in truth, prosecutions rates for wildlife crime 
are very poor. This is largely down to poor police handling of complaints. 
In Sandwell last year there were several instances of geese being shot at one particular site. 
Volunteers took several birds to the AHVLA at Shrewsbury for post mortem and it was confirmed 
that the injuries were consistent with air gun pellets 
 

 
 
A further bird was caught alive by myself having been rendered blind by having been shot in the 
head. It was a pathetic sight and I am showing these pictures to illustrate the abuse that these 
birds suffer for being labelled “a pest”. It was euthanised by an RSPCA officer.  
 

 
 

 

 

 



 
 

 



 

NB Neither of these birds tested positive for any zoonotic disease. They were killed by 

human hands 

 

 



 
It remains my opinion, though the council denied it at the time, that these incidents were 
retaliatory against myself and the campaign to save the geese, and further that they were 
instigated by someone within Sandwell council or on their behalf.  
The police were informed, as were the rangers, yet no- one was ever caught. On another occasion 
where I actually filmed a youth shooting a coot, also retrieving the dead bird which was confirmed 
shot by the RSPCA, the police could not even be bothered to liaise with the RSPCA within a 
timeframe, and so the case never went to court.  
Against this background, and further campaigns by myself and Swanwatch to highlight a 
contaminated toxic waste lagoon within Tipton which was poisoning birds and successfully 
campaigning to bet bird diverters fitted to overhead powerlines that were killing a significant 
number of birds, that SMBC decided to enact their pointless cull. The effect of this has made me 
question whether I should continue to bother to rescue/report incidents such as these when it is 
quite clear that our work is undermined at every turn by Sandwell Council. Adrian Scarrott turned 
down my request for a community trigger to address several issues of anti- social behavior. I have 
no confidence in either the local police neighbourhood team, the wildlife crime officer or Sandwell 
council to address wildlife crime issues.  
 

      
 

Goose shot with crossbow bolt in 2013 at the same location. Rescued by volunteers, 

treated and rehabilitated by a rescue centre and released under licence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



5.0 SMBC’S INVOLVEMENT WITH ANIMAL WELFARE ORGANISATIONS. 

At the start of this campaign we contacted the charity Animal Aid, who have a longstanding 

campaign against culling so called “non-native” species, and have successfully established some non-

lethal plans for organisations such as United Utilities, (59) as well as  working with local campaigners 

in preventing a cull in the lake district.  (60) At the time of this proposed cull the RSPCA were quoted 

as saying: 

‘ There are alternative solutions that don’t involve the killing of vast numbers of birds and our 

specialist wildlife experts are prepared to work with them on this, but this offer has not been 

taken up.’ 

These incidents, illicit public outcry, as our campaign has also done to killing healthy Canada geese 

for spurious reasons that appear to change like soiled underwear. We learnt that Sandwell council 

through Maria Crompton replied after some delay to the charities suggestions, though they have 

failed to reply to other rescue organisations as far as we are aware, including Wychbold Swan 

Rescue and the National convention for Swans- both opposed to culling. 

There are many inaccurate and ill- informed statements made in Maria Crompton’s letter concerning 

goose longevity, which we have looked at previously with evidence sets. 

 

http://www.animalaid.org.uk/h/n/AA/HOME/
http://animalaid.org.uk/h/n/NEWS/news_wildlife/ALL/3149/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-cumbria-17466802
http://www.saveoursandwellcanadageese.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/scan0003.jpg


 

http://www.saveoursandwellcanadageese.org.uk/?p=369 

5.1 GOOSE LONGEVITY- SETTING THE RECORD STRAIGHT 

 “Knowing the age geese live to approximately 25-30 years” 

We would like to inform the ever misinformed Councillor Crompton that this cited age range is utter 

nonsense, and would ask whom provided it to her, as they clearly know absolutely nothing about the 

species? The British Trust for ornithology record for this species confirms that there has only ever 

been 1 record of a bird living for more than 30 years, and only 5 ever living beyond 24. The 31 year 

old bird was ringed at Aqualate Mere, Newport in 1975. (61) 

She and her misinformants should read the BTO ringing report recovery record for the species and 

retract their nonsense statement.  (62) For clarity the only five above 24 were not from the Sandwell 

area and are unlikely to have ever visited it either. For balance and to demonstrate that I know a bit 

of what I am talking about, I present a ring read of a goose I submitted to the BTO and the recorded 

information that they had about those birds. This bird’s age was in itself  exceptional in such a 

http://www.saveoursandwellcanadageese.org.uk/?p=369
http://blx1.bto.org/ring/countyrec/results2013/longevity.htm#1660
http://blx1.bto.org/ring/countyrec/resultsall/rec1660all.htm
http://www.saveoursandwellcanadageese.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/scan0004.jpg


squalid and vile area like the Black Country, inhabited by unspeakably cruel people- not least 

Sandwell council officers. 

If they survive egg pricking they can look forward to predation, physical attack by man and his dogs 

and chemical pollution. It is also possible to identify that the large number of the remaining geese 

are also last years goslings given the squeaky honks that they still have, but the council officers 

informing Crompton would not be interested in such monitoring through their beer glass distant 

observations. 

  

 ANIMAL AIDS ALTERNATIVES TO CULLING BROCHURE CAN BE READ BELOW.  

alternativestoculling 

 

 

 

 

http://www.saveoursandwellcanadageese.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/alternativestoculling.pdf
http://www.saveoursandwellcanadageese.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/scan0010.jpg


6.0 ANIMAL AID INVOLVEMENT 

 
On  9th October 2015  members of Save Our Sandwell Canada geese met with a non-lethal pest 
controller  for a site walkover of Dartmouth park and Victoria Park, during which discussions were 
held about the approach that SMBC had taken. It was agreed that John Bryant on behalf of Animal 
Aid would write a report which would be forwarded to the council by the charity. Some 
suggestions would be made within the report about his observations of the current environment 
at the two parks. THIS WAS ACTIONED. The council’s response is currently unknown. It stated 
previously in Maria Crompton’s letter  to the charity that it would involve their ideas going 
forward, yet the “questionnaire” which arose appears to have taken little of their ideas into 
positive action.  
 
In Animal Aid’s alternatives to culling they note  
“• Geese eat grass and are therefore attracted to lawns and parks where their favourite foodstuff 
grows in abundance.” 
 
 
 
6.1 PROVEN ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF MANAGEMENT. 
A NUMBER OF INITIATIVES HAVE BEEN TRIALED IN CONTRAST TO SANDWELL COUNCIL’S 
UNNECESSARY AND ILL THOUGHT OUT CULL OF GEESE. 

 A SUCCESSFUL CAMPAIGN LED TO THE RINGING OF GEESE AT WINDERMERE BY THE 

RSPCA. THIS WOULD LEAD TO INFORMED KNOWLEDGE ABOUT GOOSE MOVEMENTS 

RATHER THAN ASSUMPTIONS. (64) 

 

 In North America detailed site management programmes have been successful, which 

appear to have not led to any lethal methods of control.   

 OKANAGAN REGIONAL GOOSE MANAGEMENT STRATEGY AND ACTION PLAN (65) 

 The egg pricking scheme and action plan are now in its ninth year. (66) 

 

 A number of case studies are set out in this habitat modification document (67) 

 
 
IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT THESE DETAILED PLANS WERE NOT TRIALED ANYWHERE IN 
SANDWELL’S PARKS, INCLUDING THE TWO TARGETED IN 2013/14.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://news.rspca.org.uk/2013/07/01/geese-ringing-begins-in-lake-district/
http://www.okanagangooseplan.com/files/OVGMP_Strategy_Action%20Plan_2006.pdf
http://www.okanaganway.ca/2015/03/egg-addling-program-continues-to-control-goose-population/
http://www.animalalliance.ca/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/Goose_Manual-Habitat-Modification.pdf


 
 
 
 
 
 
7.0 BAD PLANNING 

 
 

 
 

 
It can be seen from this google Earth image that the of the two football pitches located in the park, 
one is directly adjacent to the pool without any barrier. Not only are footballs regularly ending up 



in the pool but the geese are actively going to graze on freshly cut grass being provided to them. 
Are two pitches needed at this park, is it not the case that one pitch better managed and out of 
sight of the geese could prevent this land conflict use? 

 
 

 

 
 



Dartmouth Park.  
The geese in this park do not graze anywhere near to the sensory garden or new attractions added 
to the park. They typically can be found at the edge of both pools or between them. The other site 
is located to the right of the pool on the elevated bank, which is above the area sometimes used 
for sporting events. This area has seen traveller ingress and been spoiled. It is possible that the 
line of sight could be broken between the two areas stopping any geese from ever grazing on the 
lower surface. They seldom do however graze on the lower side. 
 
 
 
8.0 Recommendations 
 
 

 We would broadly welcome the recommendations put forward by the cabinet member 

 We would offer to write or be involved in the wording of the literature concerning public 

education by the council, and Animal Aid would also be likely to want to contribute to this 

 We would not however support the type of anti-goose rhetoric expressed in officer 

reports, and if this is translated in council funded literature, we will not support the 

council’s non- feeding stance. 

 The council must not use this issue as a means of fining people- unless they are dumping 

trade waste- the difference must be recognised. 

 The council should promote animal welfare values not discriminate against one species, 

who are likely to be targeted by discriminatory rhetoric 

 It would be useful if the park wardens attended a swan/bird handling day at swan rescue 

given that there are incidents involving wildfowl in the park which may require a quick 

response. 

 The council must recognize that their management of parks and nature reserves have 

effectively contributed to the situation that they are now claiming to be a “problem” 

 Officers personal opinions should never be enforced on managing Canada goose numbers 

 Relocating footpaths and extra groundcare during the summer months would reduce 

conflicts and encourage park visitors and reduce complaints. 

 

 WE DO NOT SUPPORT CULLING OF BIRDS AT ANY POINT IN THE FUTURE. IF THE COUNCIL 

ADOPT AND IMPLEMENT THEIR RECOMMENDATIONS, THEN A NON-LETHAL PLAN WILL 

WORK.  
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Geese control email from pestex to SMBC 
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“Report to the Cabinet Member for Culture and Leisure  26th October, 2006  Sandwell’s Outdoor 
Water Safety Policy (Cabinet Forward Plan Ref No: CL031).” 
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A letter from Councillor Maria Crompton outlining the fencing off of the top duck pond at Dartmouth 
Park dated 16th October 2013  
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BASC FACTSHEET LEGAL CONTROL METHODS IN THE UK 
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Criptosporidosis Public Health England  
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Host adapted Host-Adapted Cryptosporidium spp. in Canada Geese (Branta canadensis) 
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Sutton Park E. coli outbreak: Children under 10 warning 19th September 2012 
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Survival of Indicator and Pathogenic Bacteria in Bovine Feces on Pasture▿  
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Sandwell council’s flawed questionnaire subterfuge blog post September 13th 2015 including letter 
from John Satchwell dated 9th September 

55 http://www.saveoursandwellcanadageese.org.uk/?p=156 
 

Making bread out of bread blog post dated January 11th 2015 

56 http://www.saveoursandwellcanadageese.org.uk/?p=1023 

SMBC’S the 39 goose steps blog post January 24th 2016 
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IbCubSFfXsDGW9IXnlg%3d%3d=hFflUdN3100%3d&kCx1AnS9%2fpWZQ40DXFvdEw%3d%3d=hFflUd

N3100%3d&uJovDxwdjMPoYv%2bAJvYtyA%3d%3d=ctNJFf55vVA%3d&FgPlIEJYlotS%2bYGoBi5olA%3

d%3d=NHdURQburHA%3d&d9Qjj0ag1Pd993jsyOJqFvmyB7X0CSQK=ctNJFf55vVA%3d&WGewmoAfe

NR9xqBux0r1Q8Za60lavYmz=ctNJFf55vVA%3d&WGewmoAfeNQ16B2MHuCpMRKZMwaG1PaO=ctNJ
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Outcome of Consultation Exercise Regarding the  Future Management of Canada Geese  
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Canada Geese Management Survey Results for   

Victoria Park, Tipton and Dartmouth Park, West Bromwich 

 

59 http://animalaid.org.uk/h/n/NEWS/news_wildlife/ALL/3149/ 

Animal Aid blog post  

60 http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-cumbria-17466802 

BBC news Lake Canada Geese cull on Winderemere is shelved March 21st 2012 
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61 http://blx1.bto.org/ring/countyrec/results2013/longevity.htm#1660 

Longevity records for Britain & Ireland in 2013 BTO website 

62 http://blx1.bto.org/ring/countyrec/resultsall/rec1660all.htm 

Summary of all Ringing Recoveries for Canada Goose (Branta canadensis) BTO website 

63http://www.saveoursandwellcanadageese.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2015/01/alternativestoculli
ng.pdf 

Animal Aid’s alternatives to culling PDF 

64 http://news.rspca.org.uk/2013/07/01/geese-ringing-begins-in-lake-district/ 
 
RSPCA NEWS Posted on 01/07/2013 
 
65 http://www.okanagangooseplan.com/files/OVGMP_Strategy_Action%20Plan_2006.pdf 
OKANAGAN REGIONAL GOOSE MANAGEMENT STRATEGY   
AND   ACTION PLAN      FINAL REPORT Prepared by  Robertson Environmental Services Ltd. Langley, 
B.C.  and  Ophiuchus Consulting Oliver, B.C.       July 20, 2006    
 
 
66 http://www.okanaganway.ca/2015/03/egg-addling-program-continues-to-control-goose-
population/ 
 

Lake Country highlights Egg addling program continues to control goose population March 30, 2015  

 
67 http://www.animalalliance.ca/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/Goose_Manual-Habitat-
Modification.pdf 

A SOURCE BOOK- TECHNIQUES FOR MITIGATING HUMAN/GOOSE CONFLICTS IN URBAN & 
SUBURBAN ENVIRONMENTS HABITAT MODIFICATION & CANADA GEESE PREPARED BY: DEBORAH 
DONCASTER & JEFF KELLER 
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